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"HOMMAGE A BRAHMS'
AN AUTO-LITHOGRAPH BY
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A RECORD OF

ART IN 1898
(FRENCH SECTION).

PASTEL DRAWING BV GASTON LA TOfCHE

f1ASTON LA TOUCHE has travelled a great At the Pastellistes he exhibited Conversation and
>J deal since the last Salon, and his admirers Le passage secret. To the Societe Nationale he

will have no reason to regret it. At the Aquarel- has sent Les emplettes, Bretagne ; Aux pieds de

listes he has just won golden opinions for his /' Empereur ; La Messe Bretonne ; La Tentation;

Descente de croix ; Le Chapitre; Les Disciples d' Interieur. At Brussels, last year, he exhibited La

Emmaiis, and a very fine portrait of Bracquemond. Messe and La Ddroute : at Edinburgh La rentree

ART IN 1898" (FRENCH SECTION). PART III.



Art in I

an port ; and at Copen-

hagen a decorative panel

entitled Lt matin.

A P. ROLL. Having
devoted his whole

time to the monumental

canvas painted to com-

memorate the Pose de la

prtmitre pierre du Pont

Alexandrf III. par It Tzar

A'ifA<>/iis If., there will he

no opportunity of admiring
M. Roll's work this year

at the Societti Nationale

Kxhihition. Shortly, how-

ever, there will he on view at

Georges Petit's a numerous

series of nude studies in

sanguine, lead pencil, and

coloured chalks, which un-

doubtedly betray the hand

of a master, and which

cannot fail to appeal to all

lovers of true and sincere

art.
' LA MI.SSK HKKTOXNK BY GASTON LA TOICIIE

1 N Vm IT I

"

4

BY T.ASTON 1.A Tin i III

ANTONIN
MERCIE.

Le Fruit ddfendu ;

Portrait de Madame X
Au Strati, and Psyche

(marble) represent this

talented and celebrated

sculptor at the Salon de la

Socie'te' des Artistes Fran-

cais this year. All four

works are in his best style.

I P. LAURENS. It

J is a large decorative

panel for the Hotel de

Ville, entitled Arrestation de

Jiroussel, that this powerful

artist is exhibiting this year

at the Salon de la Societe"

des Artistes Ffanc,ais. In

addition, he has a portrait

of M. Laurens, fils aine (in

black), in contrast to the

portrait (in white) of his

other son, which was such a

successat lastyear'sChamps

Klysees Exhibition. -



Art in 1898

" LA TKNTATION
'

BY tiASTON I.A TOUCIIK

DAPHAEL COLLIN
*
*

has been very busy this

year with his decorations

for the new OpdraComique,
of which he is exhibiting at

the Socidte
1

des Artistes

Franais the central panel

only Les Harmonies de la

Nature inspirent le Compo-
sitevr. The other two

panels represent La Chan-
son Ltgere and La Potsie

Lyrique. M. Collin has

not contributed much to

recent exhibitions, but he

sent some canvases to the

Cercle Volney, to Copen-
hagen, and to the Expo-
sition Universelle at Brus-

sels.

A I.BERT MAIGNANis
f*

working with a will

upon the decorations for

the foyer of the new Opera

'LA Ml'SIQl'E," CARTOON FOR THE OPIiRA COM1QVE DECORATION BY RAPHAEL COLLIN

5



Art in i

Comique Theatre, and is not represented at the

Salon de la Societe des Artistes Francais.

JULES
DALOU. This masterly sculptor is not

exhibiting at the Societe Nationale this year.

He is just finishing a commemorative monument

to the litres de Sidi-Ibrahim, which will shortly be

erected at Oran. It is executed in bronze and

stone, and the lower portion consists of an alle-

gorical figure holding a flag, while the monument

is surmounted by a Victory with outspread wings.

Gl 1 A(JU ETTE. Pi/off allant au-devant d'un

mirin- is the title of the picture sent this

vcar by M. Haquette to the Salon de la Societe des

Artistes Francis, and it may certainly be pro-

nounced one of the best achievements of this

artist, who loves the sea and so well understands

its effects.

'LA CHANSON LRGERR," DECORATION FOR TUP. OPERA

COMIQl'K
BY RAPHAEL COLLIN

"
I.A PiiR'siK I.YRIO.I-K," rtKCORATION FOR THE OP^RA

COMIQUB
BY RAPHAEL COLLIN

EMII.E
GLAUS. The exhibits sent by this

artist to the Societe Nationale are particularly

strong. They include Facades ensoUill&s ; Maison

en Flandre; Ferine en Zuid Bewland; Quaia Veere;

A r ombre, and Maison a Veere. M. Glaus has

exhibited since the last Salon, at Dresden, F6vrier

and Ponton tf Afsni, the last-named of which was

purchased by the Dresden Museum ;
also at the Ex-

position Universelle at Brussels ;
at Georges Petit's

Exposition Internationale: at the Exhibition of

the Munich Seccessionists ; and at the Libre

Esthetique. He also held a "One Man Show"

at the Brussels Maison d' Art.

LA.
GIRARDOT exhibits this year at the

Societ^ Nationale a number of pictures,

which are the outcome of a recent stay in Tunis,

Algiers, and Morocco. La Grand File; La reave;

Le retour du marche, and Jeune Marocain are

colour schemes at once harmonious and strong.



/**
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"LA POESIE," DECORATION
FOR THE OPERA COMIQUE
BY RAPHAEL COLLIN



. Irt in 1898

I.K PI.IN I-ORT
'

HV HKI.I.KRV IlKSFHSTAINKS

BELLERY-DESFONTAINES.
1^ Plus l-'ort,

which this artist exhibits at the Socielti des

Artistes Fran<,ais, is a powerfully treated episode
from the middle ages. Since the last Salon M.

1 >esfontaines has executed a number of drawings
for the " Revue Illustree," and he is now engaged

u|>on the illustration of Kenan's sublime 1'riere

sur r Acropvlt for the publisher, M. Pelletan.

I EON BONNAT. The "official" portrait
*

painter to the French Republic displays two

portraits this year in the Salon of the Socit des

Artistes Francais- General Davoiit, due a" Auer-

stucdt. Grand ( 'hancelierde la LigionctHonneur,
and Mmc. Rose Caron, the justly famous singer.
Both in subject and in artistic treatment, the

portrait of Mme. Rose Caron is far more valuable

and interesting than that of the General. This

latter, however, will have the greater success, for

a gorgeous uniform always attracts the crowd !

I J. WEERTS sends to the Socie'te' Nationale
-' his annual contribution of portraits, including
those of Gtfri^ral Baron Freedericksz ; M. Ayrand-
Degeorge ; Madame la Baronne Goury de Roslan ;

At. Cohen ; Docleur Hamy ; M. /'drier, and others.

8

AMAN-JEAN.
This year only three canvases

arc exhibited by M. Aman-Jean at the Socii-u-

Nationale two decorative panels entitled L' Attente

and La Confidence, both of which are beautiful and

harmonious in colour, and a Portrait de la Comtesse

d" A- . Since the 1897 Salon M. Aman-Jean
has been experimenting in pastel, and that he

already excels in this medium is proved by the two

portraits recently exhibited at Durand-Ruel's. To
the Jubilee Exhibition at Vienna he has sent a

rather curious canvas entitled Romantisme.

JEAN
BAFFIER sends to the Socie'te Nationale

the complete fireplace for a dining-room,

portions of which were exhibited last year at the

Champ de Mars. He also shows a fine bas-relief,

executed with strength and sincerity.

"L'ATTKNTK," DECORATIVE PANEL BV AMAN-JKAN



"LA CONFIDENCE," DECORATIVE
PANEL BY AMAN-JEAN



Art in 1898

DAGNAN
BOUVERET. Leu Disciples <T

Emmaus, which is without doubt one of the

most beautiful and most noble productions ex-

hibited this year in the two Salons, and two

portraits, remarkable for their refinement of treat-

ment and extraordinary mastery over expression

AUGUSTE
RODIN. This powerful sculptor

only sends two works this year to the Socit

Nationale, La Foi, which will be counted one of

his noblest and most perfect inspirations, and the

Statue d( Balzac which is shortly to be erected

upon the Place du Palais-Royal. Rodin's Balzac

PORTRAIT OK M. DE S . . BY IMUNAN-BOl'VKRKT

and character, are M. Dagnan-Bouveret's contribu-

tions to the Salon de la Socie"t Nationale des

is a magnificent achievement into the conception
of which the majesty of certain Assyrian monu-

Beaux-Arts. The artist continues to prove himself mental statues seems to have been imparted. In
a real master. addition to these Rodin is hard at work upon his

celebrated Porte de V Enfer, which it is hoped
be ready for the Exhibition of 1900.10
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STUDY, BY DAGNAN-BOUVERET



Art in r8(?8

Dunes dt Flandrt, fin du jour, and a pastel en-

titled Rcverif.MDLLE.
L. LE ROUX, the daughter of the

well-known painter, Hector l.e Roux, and

a pupil of Henner, is represented at the Salon des

Artistes Francais by two canvases, one of which, a f~^ W. THORNI.KY. Two landscapes, I'ut

Portrait, is particularly happy in treatment. \~i* de Holland* and Le Port tf Amsterdam,

IVKTKAIT STl I)V BY M1H. I.K l.H. ROIX

I M. I WILL. LEtang, In nuit, which this

** artist has sent to the Socie'te' Nationale, seems
to sum up the methods of M. I will, who is un-

doubtedly one of the most personal of the French

landscape school. Five other canvases and six

pastels complete his contribution. He has also

taken part in the Exposition Universelle at Brus-

sels, his exhibits including An lever du soleil ;

U

represent this artist at the Salon de la Societd

Nationale. They undoubtedly establish him as a

sincere and powerful landscape painter.

PAUL
ROSSERT. M. Paul Rossert is a water-

colour painter of remarkable sincerity and

very real talent. He is, moreover, a poet and a

lover of delicate effects of nature. His large



Art in 1898

" fRKPl'SCrLE
'

"
LF. PORT D' AMSTERDAM "

G. W. THORNLEV

'3



Art in /

water-colour L' hture du silence gives an excellent

idea of his talent. It is a true water-colour, free

from trickery of any kind. Madame Marguerite

Rossert, who is a miniature-painter of great deli-

cacy, also sends to the Social Nationale a series

of children's portraits which are worthy of especial

1897 in Algiers and Tunis. To the Societe

Nationale this artist has sent, La soif; Dans le pre;
Maternite, and Mere et

I EON L'HERMITTE. This very remarkable
*-> artist only sends two canvases this year to

" MATKR.NITK"

mention for their skilful execution and delicacy ot

expression.

LLE. E. NOURSE. Since the last Salon
this artist has sent work to numerous ex-

hibitions, including those of Tunis, Copenhagen,
Nashville, Pittsburg, St. Ix>uis, Chicago, Phila-

delphia, and Washington. The exhibits consisted

for the most part of a series of pictures done in

BV ELIZABETH NOfRSK

the Salon de la Societe National des Beaux-Arts,

entitled respectively Laveuses an lord de la Marnt
and Glaneuses. To make up for this, however,

an opportunity has occured at the Pastellistes of

studying his superb collection of pastels La coupe

des bids; La Samarilajne; Plantation des pommes de

terre au printemps ; Un coin du vieux jardin ; Les

dernieri rayons ; La Meulf, le soir ; Laveuses, effet

d' automnc ; Le vieux charron et sa femme ; La



"DANS LE PRE," BY

ELIZABETH NOURSE



Art in I

mfridiennt : F.n Moisson PITS tin ri/lagf : La charttle

de bU: Moissoneme alLiifant son enfant and LJeurs

df gerbfi. M. L'hermitte has, in addition, taken

part in exhibitions at Venice, Dresden, Antwerp.

Copenhagen and Vienna since the last Salon.

EMOREAU-NfiLATON
is exhibiting, at the

Salon de la Societe Nationale, a goodly
number of landscapes, of which the two principal

ones, entitled Entree de I' eglise de Fere-en-Tar-

denois and L'eglise de Long-pout, which are here

reproduced, give an excellent idea of this artist's

talents. M. Moreau-Nelaton also displays a very

characteristic set of six 1'ues de Paris dti haul des

tours dc Xotre-Dame.

LL'CIKN
SIMON. Un Cirque forain dans le

Ftnist'frf ; Retour iif la nit-ssf, Penmarch ;

Pertrait iff Mdine. S ,
Unt F.stacade, and a

series of water-colour studies for his pictures, are

the contributions of this artist to the Soci&e'

Nationale. At the Exposition Internationale at

Georges 1'etit's M. Simon exhibited a Portrait du

Di'ftfiir J/iii/mann ; at the Exposition Universelle

de bruxelles, a Portrait de Mdme. A. L .

at the Libre Ksthetique Dtti.\ Portraits a" homines

and at the new Salon at Vienna, Maternitt. M.

Simon's exhibits at the 1898 Salon will certainly

rank amongst the most noteworthy there.

'KXTKf.E HB U'BGLIH DE FfcRE-KN-TARDKNOIS"

BV E. MORKAL'-NELATOU

PARIS' BY E. MORKAL'-NF I tTOM

16
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Art in 1898

" KMlMR UK I.A MKSSK, I'KNMAKl II BY Ll'CIKN SIMON

"I'M CIRyi K KORAIN"

18



LLEVY-DHURMER
has this year deserted

the SociJt6 des Artistes Krancais for the

Socie^ Nationale des Beaux-Arts. Delicate artist

that he is, he will find himself more in his element

cruche cassfr ; Le dtjcwur tie Max et de Beatrix

de P-
, very charming portraits of children

;

Portrait dc Madamf M-- / Portrait de Mdlle.

Camille M and Une feuille iF automne.

"DANS LA NUIT
"

there. He is exhibiting four pictures Dans la

nuit : Epi iwuveau ; II dtait tine fois une

Princesse, which has already been reproduced in

THE STUDIO
;

and La reveuse. To the Pas-

tellistes he sent La Dame au roile noir ; La

BY L. LEVV-DHURMER

JULES
DESBOIS is not exhibiting this year at

the Societe Nationale, and his abstention is a

matter for unalloyed regret when one calls to

mind the favourable impression produced by the

exhibition of his collected works at the Champ de

9
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Mars in 1896. He contributed, however, to the

I.ibre Esthtkique exhibition, to which he sent

some metal-work of original design and skilful

workmanship.

EDOUARI)
DETAILLE exhibits at the Salon

de la SocitktJ des Artistes Francais a huge
canvas representing an episode in the Chalons

review, in which the Czar Nicholas II. is seen

in company with M. Felix Faure. This is art that

cannot fail to rejoice the hearts of all true Franco-

Russian patriots.

NONKI.L
MONTURIOL exhibits at the

Societe Nationale a powerful set of drawings

reproducing scenes of modern life in Spain. His

recent exhibition, given in conjunction with his

compatriot M. Canals, at the Bare de Bouteville's,

attracted a considerable amount of attention.

V\7 lUH'dUKRKAU remains faithful to his

* favourite allegorical subjects, by which

he has earned fame and fortune at the hands of

the great public. The two pictures he is now
sending to the Societe des Artistes Francois

L' Assauta.n<\ Inspiration will certainly not fail in

arousing the pleasantest emotions among those

who like this style of painting.

CMILE DEZAUNAY. This artist sends to the
J-' Salon de la Societe Nationale two paintings,
Le Biniou and Fillette Bretonne. I^st year
M. Dezannay gave an exhibition in Paris of his

collected works, which proved in every way
successful.

LK-COUT
GERARD has devoted his attention

this year to the fisher-folk of Concarneau,
and has produced three pictures, Bateaux pfcheurs
de than; Coin de port, le soir ; and La vieilie

croix des pecheurs.

ANim
DAUCHEZ. LesBrfileursde Gocnions

is the title of one of the remarkable paintings
that this artist has sent to the Socie'ttS Nationale.

It is a striking work, very broadly handled. He is

represented also by Lagune ; Paysage d'Ecosse,

and Penmarch.

CMILE BOUI.ARI) is well represented this

*-*
year by ten important paintings, among which

" LB DEJEt NBR DE MAX ET DE BEATRIX DE

30

BY L. LEVY-DHURMER
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Art

especial mention must be made of Au piano: Deux

interifurs; Deux figures, and some landscapes.

well, and in which he displays so much profound
and beautiful imagination.

DUBUFE. The energetic and amiable /"^AROI.US-DURAN. Au bordd'une source;

treasurer of the Societe Nationale des * ' Portrait des enfanis dii Prince Murat :

STUDY

Beaux-Arts is not exhibiting this year a large

decorative painting such as he has shown at the

preceding exhibitions, but sends a Portrait dc

Mllrs. D (his daughters) a very charming

picture.

A P. AGACHE M. A. P. Agache sends only
a few things this year to the Societe

Nationale, amongst them, however, two fine portrait
studies which compensate us for not seeing at this

salon some of those allegories which he loves so

22

BY A. P. -\i..\l UK

Liseuse ; Lti jeune fille en deuil ; L'Obsession a

sketch for a large decorative canvas being prepared

by the artist for the church of Saint Raphael these

are to be M. Carolus-Duran's contributions to the

Exhibition of the Societe Nationale. Like MM.
Boldini and Chartran, M. Duran is at present in

America, whither he was called to execute several

important portrait commissions. The United

States capture our most popular portrait painters ;

but by way of compensation, Mr. Whistler has

returned to Paris to stay.



PORTRAIT STUDY, BY

A. P. AGACHE
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[EF
LEEMPOELS. Intensity of expression is and his new rdle becomes him very well indeed,

the most prominent feature of M. Leempoel's He is exhibiting at the Societe" Nationale three

talent, which is also remarkable for a certain aus- delightful portraits Mile. Frartfoise de N-

terity and mysticism. These qualities are especially Mile. Marie Louise S , and his own daughter,
noticeable in one of the pictures he is exhibiting in addition to a flower-piece.

STUDY FOR " LES KPI.ORKS." BY JF.F LEKMPOELS.

at the Soci6t6 Nationale Les Eplores. His other

exhibited works include Limitation <\ Cideale

Sagesse tfes hommcs de tons les temps and Enigme.
Since the 1897 Salon M. Leempoels has completed
a.Jesus Christ, a Saint Jean Baptiste, five portraits
and a landscape.

I F. RAFFAELLI. The painter of the forti-

>J
fications, the limner of our low life, has this

year developed into the fashionable portrait painter;

MDLLE.
MARIE JACOUNCHIKOFF. This

artist, who is well-known to readers of THE
STUDIO, sends to the Salon de la Socie'te' Nationale

two pictures Une vieille proprictd and Entrde dtt

couvent Saint Sana both typical Russian land-

scapes.

T F. AUBURTIN. At this year's Social
*J Nationale Salon this artist is exhibiting a

large decoration intended for the Sarbonne. It is

25
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a work of great originality, very beautiful both in

colour and composition. In the last few Salons

M. Auburtin's exhibits, consisting of decorative

panels which displayed serious and very personal

qualities, have always attracted a large amount of

attention.

D DK EGUSQUI/A is not exhibiting this

I\
year at the Salon de la Societe

1

Nationale.

He is still at work upon the series or etchings in

which the chief characters from Richard Wagner's
works are portrayed. At the recent Exhibition of

Painter-etchers in London he was represented by
four of his Parsifal plates, Kundrv, Parsifal,
.-1 mfortas and Titttrel.

PAUL
HELLEU this year does not contribute

to the Salon of the Societe Nationale. His

style of art becomes each day further removed
from the traditions prevailing here. He is pro-

ceeding with his series of studies a la sanguine,
and continues to produce steadily drypoints, full

of grace and delicate observation, coupled with

wonderful suppleness and skill.

CMILE BOULARU. A conscientious artist, de-
**

lighting in serious abstract studies. Somewhat

BY H. FANTIN-LATOI'R

austere, perhaps, but endowed with real talent,

knowing full well his object, and realising it. At

the Socie'te Nationale des Beaux-Arts his most

notable works are Au piano; Au Travail ; Coin

a" atelier ; En penitence ; Le Fosse ; Le Coteaii ;

and Pruniers en fleurs.

I J. HENNER sends two canvases, the
'-' Portrait de Mdlle. Laura Le Roux, and

a Scriptural scene, Le Levite Ephra'im et sa

femme morte, to the Salon of the Societe
1

des

Artistes 1'Van^ais. The portrait is undoubtedly
one of the finest works he has produced. One

may like or dislike his style, but there is no

denying his right to take his stand among the

great masters of painting.

HFANTIN-LATOUR
remains faithful to the

poetical subjects drawn from the land of

dreams, which have inspired so many of his works.

The two canvases that he is exhibiting at the

Socie'te^ des Artistes Francais this year Andromede

and Le Lever will certainly take rank with the

best works exhibited there.

ALBERT
BESNARU. This artist's display

at the Societ^ Nationale will not be very



"ANDROMEDE," BY
H. FANTIN-LATOUR.
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TJUMPHREYS JOHNSTON. The interest

* 1 that the public always evinces in anything

appertaining to the famous actress will, no doubt,

have the effect of attracting greater attention to

Mr. Humphreys Johnston's Portrait de Sarah

Bernhardt dans le r6le de Lorensaccio than to

other works of superior quality in the Socithe

Nationale Salon.

EDINET, having been very busy with a large

amount of illustration work, Le Potme

d' Antnr, has sent to the Societe Nationale only

one small picture a study of the nude figure in

moonlight, entitled Sur les terrasses. Since the

1897 Salon M. Dinet has exhibited at the Exhi-

bition of the Peintres Orientalistes and at that of

the Aquarellistes.

>Tl'l)V KOK "PORTRAIT
UK MADAMK THAI I.OW Kl SKS

KNFANTS"

HV J. K. HLANCHK

extensive, but qualitymakes up
for lack of quantity. The two

canvases he contributes are

a Portrait de Kcjane and

Murchc tiux chevaux, 11

Abbeville, both of which are

powerful pieces of colour.

j

E. BLANCHE exhibits

^ two portraits at the

Socie'ti Nationale des Beaux-

Arts The .Misses Capel and

Parfrail de Madame Thaulow
et de ses enfants. These

pictures each contain several

figures, all of which shew a keen

endeavour on the part of the

artist to create for them a

natural and appropriate
atmosphere. In this M.
Blanche excels, and his great
artistic gifts are herein dis-

played to perfection.

28
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MAKCEI.I.IN
DKS

BOUTIN. This well-

known engraver exhibits a

portrait of the author ot

11
I >era< ines," M. Maurice

Iltirri's, at the Socic-te

Nationale.

GDAVID-NILLETexhibits at the

Socithe Nationale Le Hene-

i/iciff, a large and most

carefully executed canvas.

The picture entitled Lt

laboureur ft ses tnfants,

which he exhibited at the

1897 Salon, has since been

acquired by the State. To
Dresden he sent LAvcu,
which was purchased by
the Museum of that town ;

and at Kouen his picture

Maternity was also secured

for the local picture gallery.

He has sent to the Jubilee
Exhibition at Vienna two

large canvases La chanson

du marii and Chn grand
merf.

3

BY DAVID-N1I.I.KT

HECTOR
LE ROUX,

the well-known de-

lineator of classic subjects,

has only sent to the Socle
1

1

des Artistes Francois two

small canvases La Toilette

d'une Dame Pomptienne and

LAtelier de Phidias.

FCORMON.
At the

Socie'te' des Artistes

Francais two rooms have

been set apart for the exhibi-

tion of this painter's Histoirc

de r Humanite. This series

was exhibited in February

at the Cercle de la Rue

Boissy d'Anglas.

ARMAND
BERTON.

La Coquetterie ;

Femme se peignant les

cheveux ; Paresse; Le lit

a rideaux ; and several

Portraits are the works sent

by this artist to the Socie'te'

"THH MISSES I.M'KI.
'

BV ). R. BLANCHE
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Nationale des Beaux-Arts.

M. Berton is not a loud

painter, seeking success by
violent means, but rather a

conscientious honest artist,

whose work is always in-

teresting and deserving of

careful attention.

LAURENT-DESROUS-SEAUX exhibits at the

Socie'td des Artistes Francois
four canvases two water-

colours, Les repasseuses and

Vieille rue i\ Seillans ( Var) ;

and two oil paintings, Le
lavoir and Sons Its platanes.

To the Exposition Inter-

nationale at Georges Petit's

he sent a set of remarkably

interesting studies of

Provence. "LE LAVOIR
"

BY I.AIKK.NT-DKSROI SSKAl X

' LES REPASSEUSES
"

BY LACRENT-DESROUSSEAL'X

3'
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J\V.
ALEXAN I )EK. This artist has, as usual,

a considerable number of canvases at the

Salon ilc la Societe Nationale, and this is a matter

for congratulation, for his unconventional methods

and delightful fancy are invariably productive of an

artistic treat. Among his exhibits especial mention

must be made of several Portraits and Nature

morte ; Panifore ; Tht Hue bou'l. I,ast year Mr.

Alexander won the Temple Gold Medal at

Philadelphia with his picture, The Mirror.

LEON
FREDERIC. Les Ages de /' Owner,

which is a sequel, so to speak, of his Ages
du /'avsan, represents this artist at the Societe^

Nationale this year. He has exhibited besides at

Vienna, l.f l'ifil/f Paysanne and I* Peuple Terra

U lifi-r I/H So/fil ; at Lille, L'Arc-tn-eiel ; at the

Exposition Universe! le at Brussels, Tout est mart ;

and quite recently at the Brussels Cercle Artistique,
about twenty works, in addition to a triptych,
entitled La Nature, at the Libre Esthetique.

I_J C. DANGER. Painting of the patriotic,
* *

Franco-Russian, humanitarian type achieves
a triumph of a kind in the enormous canvas

13 metres by 8 exhibited by this artist in the
Salon of the Societe des Artistes Francais. It is

styled, Les Grands Artisans de /' Arbitrage et

de la Paix, and is a glorification of the Czar,
Alexander III., done to order at the request of an
association known as "La Societe Francaise
d' arbitrage entre les Nations." The good intentions

and noble objects of this society are indisputable ;

but one is sorry to see its ideas displayed in this

fashion.

' POUTRAIT-STtDY
"

3*

BY J. W. ALKXANUER

MULLS. L.C. BRESLAU.
*
"
* The principal works

completed by this artist since

the Salon of 1897 are La petite

fille au chat ; La Dame au

grand chapeau ; Portrait de

Millie. Z / Interieur ; Pe-

tites filles jouant arec un chien ;

La Dame en mauve ; La bro-

deuse, several studies of flowers

and drawings touched up with

pastel.

ALPHONSE MOUTTE.
* The sympathetic direc-

tor of the Ecole des Beaux-

Arts at Marseilles sends six

works to the Societe Nation-

ale A Notre Dame de la

Garde; Rose; L'ami Oleg;
En dtd; A I' aulomme and

Jour de mistral. M. Moutte,
who loves to deal with light

and life in the open air, is

one of the best painters of

1' Ecole Provenc,ale.

CUGENE BURNANI) ex-

*-* hibits at the Societe

Nationale fourteen illustrations

of Christian's Journey, from

the
"
Pilgrim's Progress."

He is also represented by four

paintings : Les Disciples ; Le

Soir; Le Berger; Les Puts.



"THE MIRROR" BY

J. VV. ALEXANDER

II
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BV J. JKANNIOT

' Af BORD I)E L'KAl'
'
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"SUR L'EAU" BY P. CMABAS

JJEANNIOT.
An alert and conscientious

observer who is greatly attracted by the

various phases of modern life. At once a litho-

grapher, etcher, and pastellist, he has produced a

great deal during the past twelve months. Amongst
his most recent etchings especial mention must be

made of La robe cl ficurs, and a notable litho-

graph is L'Etape. He has also completed a

considerable number of powerfully decorative

engravings on wood. To Vienna he has just sent

L' Imperiale, place de la Concorde, and a series of

etchings. At the Salon de la Socie'te' Nationale

des Beaux-Arts he is exhibiting Au bord de /' eau ;

LEtape; Petite fille ; and Vue de Florence, au

crepuscule.

CHABAS, Member of the Socie'te' des Artistes

Fran^ais. He is exhibiting there a portrait
his wife, as well as Sur /' eau one of those

fantasies in colours, with strange reflections of light

in calm water, with which he has earned his repu-
tation. He has exhibited this year at Vienna and
at the Cercle Volney many works executed in his

well-known style.

LOUIS
LE CAMUS. This artist's exhibits at

the Socie'te Nationale consist of L' Ehing de

Conches; Tristesse d' Orphee, and a series of

landscapes. They are notable for the combined

qualities of delicacy and force.

STUDY FOR "At" BORD DE L EAU BY J. JEANN1OT

37
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"

FRIT/
THAU LOW. The well-known Norwe-

gian landscapist has sent this year to the

Sociiite Nationale some very important works

Les Flintets ; /.</ Mer rue df la Jflte de Dieppe ; Effet

de nfige, Xonc't-gf and Canal, effet de neigc (pastel).

Since the last Salon he has exhibited at Venice,

\Mturnt : at Piltsburg, several pictures, of which

one Ririere en \ormanJie, coucher de soldi has

t>een purchased by the Carnegie Institute
;

at

Dresden, some Studies of Normandy ; and several

works at the Exposition Internationale at Paris,

and at the I.ibre Esthetique.

A I.BERT BAERTSOEN sends this year to the
** Soci^te Nationale a very fine set of pictures,

including Petite Place, le soir ; Vieux port en ville

morte ; Soir a Fasilt ; La Grand Rue, Nieuport ;

yitilles maisoas, nuage blattc ; Coin a" impasse;
and a very remarkable series of etchings. Since

the 1897 Salon he has exhibited at Venice; at

Dresden, where he was awarded a Gold Medal
;
at

the Libre Esthdtique, where he achieved a great

success; and at the Exposition Universe-lie de
Bnixelles ; and the Exposition Internationale at

Georges Petit's.

38

BY KRITZ THAI/LOW

FRANCOIS
FLAMENG. Vive VEmpereur!

Waterloo, 18 Jtiin, iStj, six heures du soir

(there's nothing like being exact
!),

the work

sent by M. Flaineng to the SocieteJ des Artistes

Francais, would succeed in arousing, were it

necessary which unhappily is not the case the

enthusiasm of the believers in the Imperial epopee.

The Napoleonic legend seems destined to flourish

for ever in painting ! Apart from this battle-piece,

M. Flameng exhibits a Portrait de Mile. O. P .

GCLAIRIN
exhibits two canvases La Grande

Vague and La Vallee de Thebes in the

Salon of the Socieite des Artistes Francais. Mere

mention of these works suffices, for there is nothing

to say about them, save that they are displayed

here with numerous others, calling for no comment.

JULES
BRETON. La Glaneuse, sent this year

to theSociete des Artistes Francais, recalls in

attitude and in expression, his celebrated figure,

Le Chant de I' ahuette ; but nevertheless it is

full of charm and sincerity. He also exhibits a

street scene, Rue de Village.
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("ONSTANTIN MEUNIER. The great sculp-
^^ tor is exhibiting at the Salon de la Socie'te'

Nationale one of the statues that he has executed

HV I'. MKl NIKK

for the Botanical Gardens at Brussels Le Semeur.

It is one of the most powerful and skilfully exe-

cuted works he has yet completed. At the Libre

Ksthetiquc he had several works, amongst them
Melancolie ; Les trarailleurs de la mer ; Le Brise-

lames and Le butheron. At Dresden, an exhibition

last May brought together nearly all his works of

the last ten years, including sculpture, drawings,
and paintings. At Berlin the same exhibition has

40

just been brought to a successful termination. M.
Meunier is now busy upon a large high-relief, La
Moisson a companion work to his L Industrie.

RENti
MENARD. In 1897, M. Me*nard, who

occupies a high place in the young French

school, took part in numerous exhibitions. To
Munich he sent Rossulien, effet d' orage, which

the Munich Museum hastened to acquire; to

Copenhagen, A f aube ; to Stockholm, Solitude,

which was purchased by the Stockholm Museum ;

and to Pittsburg, Automne, a different version of

the decorative panel exhibited at the Salon du

Champ de Mars in 1897. At the Exposition
Nationale des Beaux-Arts he is exhibiting Le

Jugement de Paris; La clairiere; Portrait du peinfre

Eugene Lomont and Deuil sur la mer.

LE
SIDANER is a subtle and refined painter
who excels in twilight effects, and he is, more-

over, one of the few who knows how to reproduce
the tender charms of young girls upon canvases full

of exquisite poetry. He has six pictures at the

Salon de la Socie" te" Nationale Le Dimanche, Nuit,

ir*
*.

STUIV KUK
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"A LA TOMBEE OK LA NUIT' MY RENE MHNARI)

./

STUDY FOR " LA CLAIRIF.RE BV RHNK MENARD
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"
I.K DIMANTIIK

Portrait </, .)/. G. 7w/</r, Lys Obscurs, Lune 1'leu-

nint and I'ltrail. To the recent exhil>ition at

Nantes he sent Nuit Douce, /V///V /i'//<- . and to

Lille Ames Haiic/ia, Scir Lcger, Ombres Profvndcs,
.\itit IU(iu\ anil Lune stir /'

i't<ing. He also

"A LA CAMPAGNB (Sl'fcDK)" BY A. HAGBORU

BY LE SIDANER

contributed to the Exposition Universelle de
Bruxelles, to the Dresden Exhibition, to Georges
I'etit's Exposition Internationale de 1897 and to
the Libre Esthe"tique, where he has made a very
decided success.

A UGUSTE HAGBORG in 1897-8 exhibited at
** Stockholm Un enterrement en Normandit ;

Un peclitur ; Paysage de Bretagne ; Portrait de
Mtlme V- - and Andrte ; at Tunis, Lei Deux
amis; Baigneuse; and Stockholm, I'hiver; in London,
Dans Its pares aux huitres, Cancale. He is

exhibiting at the Soci&e" Nationale des Beaux-Arts
A la Camfagne (SuMe); Portrait; Soir <f ete (Suede) ;

and Couclter de soleil (Suede).

DENE BILLOTTE. One of the most delightful*^ among the many landscapes exhibited by
M. Billotte at the Socie'te' Nationale is undoubtedly
his Lever tie lune an canal Saint Denis, which

displays the poetic qualities of a true artist.

T' CHARTRAN. The painter of his Holiness
1 Leo XIII., although, like MM. Carolus-

Duran, Boldini, and Gandaura, at present in the
Land of the Dollar, is nevertheless represented in

the Salon des Artistes Francois, where he displays
La Chanson de I' Epte (Siegfried) and a Portrait
de Mile. L. G .

D DUBOIS. Among the innumerable busts
* shown this year, as every year, at the
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I.K SOMMKII."

des Artistes P'rancais, the two works representing
the well-known sculptor, I'. I >ubois, deserve atten-

tion. They are the busts of M. le Comte de

h'ranqueville anil Le Professeur Lannelongve.

DOUGLAS
ROBINSON. A beautiful nude

study of a sleeping woman represents Mr.

Robinson at the Socie'te' Nationale. It is a piece
of work which reveals the hand of a powerful

artist, and it cannot fail to command the attention

of all those who admire strong and virile painting.

GUILLAUME
ROGER contributes to the

Sociihe Nationale a kind of triptych inspired

by Th&xlore de Banville's charming comedy,
/,/ Raiser.

IEAN DAMPT. M. Jean Dampt, who seems
J for the time to have abandoned pure for

applied sculpture, is well to the front at the Socie'te'

Nationale this year with a large bas-relief, which,
in spite of a certain conventional aspect, is well

worthy the regard of lovers of this artist's exceptional
talents.

44

BV DOUGLAS ROBINSON

AVOLLON.
One hesitates to decide whether

it be in his still-life or in his portraits that

M. Vollon most fully displays his undoubted gifts

as a painter. The question is not easy to answer,

and perhaps it were best not to attempt to solve it.

This year, at any rate, no comparison is possible at

the Soci5t6 des Artistes Francais, for he contributes

but two portraits, those of Mile. J. G - and

Mme. G .

FA.
BARTHOLDI. The celebrated author

of Libertd eclairant le Monde sends two

important contributions to the Socidtd des Artistes

Francais. The first is a cast of La Sa&ne emportant
ses affluents, a monumental fountain, which has

been erected at Lyons ; and the second is Le
Tombeau des Gardes Nalionaux tuts a Colmar
en 1870.

A FALGUIERE. The sculptor who produced
Diane and the celebrated Danseuse is in

more sober mood this year. He has on view in

the Salon de la Socie'te^ des Artistes Francais a

statue of Cardinal Lavigerie, about ten feet in

height, and not undignified in style. This. is a
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great change from the captivating nude studies to

which M. Falguiere had accustomed us; and

many will regret that he should have abandoned

the old manner, in which his greatest successes

were achieved.

DLAISE DESGOFFE. Two canvases, examples
*-* of the still-life in which this artist so greatly
excels by reason of his honesty and delicacy of

treatment and his remarkable technical skill, repre-

sent M. Desgoffe at the Soci&<* des Artistes

' LA PRIKRE" BY E. CARRIKRE

GARI
MELCHERS. M. Gari Melchers, who

must not be confused with M. Franz Melchers,
has at this year's Salon of the Socihti Nationale a

notable and very interesting display, which com-

pensates for his absence from last year's Exhibition.

Among his various works I must mention Les
Pelerins d' Emmaus ; Pitritaine ; Marin et sa

fiancee ; Le Village ; and Le Canal.

Francais. One is styled Orchidees, agate, t'voire,

cristal de roche, &c. ; and the other, Cristal de

roche, table de Marie-A ntoinette.

I ULES LEFEVRE. The two works exhibited
J

by this artist at the Societe des Artistes

Francais the Portrait de Mme. V. Postima and
the Portraitdu Comte de Kerchove de Deurterghem
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will add nothing to, nor detract aught from, the

celebrity enjoyed by M. I>efevre. His art is of the

pompous academic pattern, treated in the coldest

fashion, and quite devoid of interest.

r* EORGES ROCHEGROSSE. To the Societe

\-J des Artistes Francais the author of Andro-

maque and the Chevalier aux fleurs sends this year

a large decoration for the Sorbonne Le Chant des

Muses &<eille /' Ante humaine. M. Rochegrosse has

lately been spending some time in Algiers, whence

he has brought back with him some very interest-

ing studies.

JL.
GEROME. Real sculptors regard M.

Gerome's sculpture as painter's sculpture,

while painters say his painting is sculptor's painting.

As a matter of fact, his sculpture is superior to his

painting, especially of late years. His Daphnis et

Chlot and his Femme au bain in the department
of painting are unquestionably inferior to the

Timour-Leng, or in ordinary parlance, Tamerlan,

and to his Belluaire, which he displays in the

sculpture section of the Socie^ des Artistes Francais.

Here, at any rate, we find curious and interesting

work, which reveals the artist if not the great

sculptor.

KR.M..MENT OF "IK CHANT IJKS MUUS BY G. ROCHKGROSSE
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"
I. A I.HI Kll I:

'

(Co/yright by Rraun, Clement <*
Co.,

BY I Ml [.! ADAN

EMU.!'',
ADAN. Li lectriee sm& Premi&re Ufon

hotli executed in his well-known style are the

two works that represent M. Adan at the Societc

ties Artistes Frani ais.

A I.EXANDRE CHARPENTIER will exhibit

nothing at the Salon of the Societe Nationale

" PREMIERE LE,ON
"

50 (Copyright by Braun, CUment & Co.,

except a few medals among others, one which a

number of artists and men of letters are presenting
to Emile Zola, in recognition of his pluck and

courage in recent trying circumstances. During

1897-8 M. Charpentier has taken part in the Exhi-

bition of "The Six" (see THE STUDIO, March,

1898) and in the display of the Libre Esth&ique.
He has just finished an orna-

mental group intended for a

clock. This is truly a little

masterpiece of delicacy and

grace, worthy of ranking with

the most exquisite work of its

kind in h'rench sculpture. It

is entitled : La fuile de

r Heure, and is sure to at-

tract much attention.

MDLI,E.
HENRIETTE

DAUX. A Portrait de

Mitme M. G -
represents

this artist at the Salon de la

Societ^ Nationale. It is a fine

piece of colour very broadly

treated, and the work, as a

whole, betrays the hand of a

true artist. The dress espe-

cially, a dress of white satin, is

treated with great subtlety.BY EMILE ADAN
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CUGENE FEYEN. M. Feyen is never happier
'' than when dealing with the fisher-folk and their

manners and customs. It is subjects of this kind

that he is exhibiting at the Salon de la Socie'te' des

Artistes Francois Departpour la peche;Le Pecheur

et sa peche. To Boston, M. Feyen sent last year

Lesfemmes de maree Chassees des pares par la mer;
Le lavage des /mitres ; and Les chalutieres (already

and Le Teverone, Souvenir d' ftalie.

C FREMIET. This fine sculptor, to whom we
1 ' owe so many powerful and inspired pro-

ductions, sends two exhibits to the Societe des

Artistes Fransais, viz. : Cocher Romain, a bronze

group; and Maternity, a statuette in gilded bronze.

M. Fr^miet has just completed a table dpergne.

STUDY FOR "
LF. PECHEUR ET SA PECHK

shewn at the 1897 Salon). To the Bordeaux

Exhibition he sent Douce Gronderie (Caneale) and

Marchand de Cochons, and to Monte Carlo, last

winter, a single picture, La Soupe.

HHARPIGNIES.
This able landscapist

(whose work was fully dealt with in the

April issue of THE STUDIO) exhibits at the Soci^t^

des Artistes Francais two canvases displaying his

finest qualities Une Matinee dans le Dauphine,

BY E. FEYEN

ordered by the Sevres manufactory, where it is now

in course of production. This decorative work, in

which, it is said, the producer of the Jeanne d' Arc

figure has shown rare fancy and grace, will be

finished in 1900, and will be seen at the Universal

Exhibition.

HENRY
PAILLARD. This distinguished

artist displays at the Societe Nationale

Exhibition several pastels and a series of Parisian

5'
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and southern landscapes. M. Paillard is a delightful

pastellist, and moreover a wood-engraver of rare

ability. Like Lepere, he knows the innermost

secrets of this disappearing art. The titles of his

principal pictures are Un Coin de Cassis; Une

rue, a Collioures ; Une rue a Saint-Tropes ; and

Bateau de passeur, a Veere.

CERNAND KHNOPFF has contributed two
*

pictures to the New Gallery, L'Encens and

Une aile Bleue, that are fully characteristic of

his mystical art. The first is the simpler of the

two, a female figure in an embroidered cope seated

in a church ; the second is somewhat more

abstruse, a curious arrangement of symbolical
details typifying the inaccessibility of ideals. M.

Khnopff sends to the International Exhibition,

The Bridge of Fosset, and a cartoon for a picture,

Britomart in the Wood. His Sleeping Medusa
was at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

1 GRIMELUNI). IM Meuse a Dordrecht is

J the title of the picture exhibited this year by
M. Grimclund at the Socitht* des Artistes Francais.

During 1897-8 he has contributed to Exhibitions at

/urich, St. Louis, Nashville, Rouen, Lille; and at

Georges 1'etit's annual Exposition Internationale

was represented by six pictures, amongst which

La vieillc eglise ; Clair de tune, sur la mer de glace,

and Sur la Meuse are especially worthy of mention.

\\7 DIDIER-POUGET exhibits at the Salon
* de la SociihiJ des Artistes Francais two

very charming landscapes Gavarnie, effet de

Soir, and Le Matin, rallee de la Crease. During
the past year he has contributed to a large number
of exhibitions. At Boston he exhibited Bruyeres
en //furs : at Munich, Crefiuscule ; in London,
Lande fleurie ; at Nantes, Vallee de la Seine ; at

Pau, Gararnie, la route du Cirque; at Monte
Carlo, Enrirons d' Amiens ; at Nancy, Le Matin,
etang de Triel ; at Lyons, La route de Biarritz.

He also sent works to Bordeaux, Barcelona,
Toulouse and Orleans.

CUGENE GRASSET. The decorative com-
*->

positions sent by this most distinguished

draughtsman to the Socitite Nationale reveal all

the merits, and, at the same time, all the defects,

usually discernible in his works. Thus these are

fully characteristic of his style. The titles of his

exhibits are Inconstance ; Anxietd ; Bonne
NouveUe; Tentation ; and Jalousie.

C. CAZIN. The important series of land-
J

scapes sent by this artist to the Societe
Nationale contains so many admirable pieces that

it is difficult to choose any particular work for

special mention. He has the rare art of penetrating
the mysteries of nature, and inscribing them in

imperishable harmonies of colour and form.

M. Cazin is the lineal descendant of the great
race of artists, and his work cannot be too highly

praised.

"UNE AILE BLEUB"
BY FERNANO KHNOPFF

E. DAMOYE. It is always a real pleasure
to see a set of paintings by this truly

remarkable landscapist ; for in them one never fails

to find those qualities of sentiment, and poetry and
fine observation, which combine to make him one



"L'ENCENS" BY
KHNOPFF
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l..\ MI-.ISK ,\ DORDRECHT BY J. GRIMELUND

'liAVARNIE; EPFET I>l S.<1R
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Puvis de Chavannes now

displays at the Sc>< ii-to

Nationale, of which he is the

President, a finished frag-

ment of the decoration. It

is styled Sainte-Genevikve,

dans sa pieuse sollicitude,

veille sur la ville endormie.

The artist's chief character-

istics breadth oftreatment,

grand simplicity, serene and

masterful grace are here

revealed in all their fulness.

The sense of grandeur has

been attained by the

simplest means. And what

splendid gifts as a land-

scapist are here displayed ;

and what feeling for nature !

One can only bow in all

respect before such an artist.

PMATHEY.
A Portrait

de Mdlle. Lara, de la

Comddie Franfaise, and a

set ofcrayon portrait studies,

amongst them one of M.

Rosset-Granger, represent
M. Mathey at the SociettJ

Nationale.

A.

PORTRAIT DE MDLLE. LARA

of our most valued students of nature. Among his

contributions to the Socie^ N'ationale this year
are Sainte-Marguerite ; Le Givre ; Le pr6 ; Apres
la coupe. He de Nanterre ; &c.

D PUVIS DE CHAVANNES. M. Puvis
1 de Chavannes is one of those artists whose

personality and whose works are an honour to the

country to which they belong. He is par excellence

the head of the French art of to-day, and the re-

spectful admiration in which he is held by the

young art workers is in every respect thoroughly
well deserved. It will be remembered that last year
he exhibited at the Champ de Mars the cartoon of

the new decorative work for the Pantheon which
he was commissioned to execute by the Govern-
ment After showing us the general design, M.

56

BY P. MATHEV

SAINT-GAUD ENS.
The celebrated

American sculptor is ex-

hibiting for the first time in

the Salon of the Socie"t6

National, and his work has

been received with the

liveliest admiration by
French artists. He displays

the cast of a monument raised in Boston to the

memory of an officer who fought for the cause of

Emancipation. It is unfortunately impossible to

reproduce this work, which is certainly one of the

noblest examples of modern sculpture. It repre-

sents in high relief a mounted officer leading a

battalion of negroes marching along with shouldered

arms, headed by their band. Above their heads

flying through the air, is a superb figure of Victory.

The character in each separate figure, the depth ol

expression in each face, the variety of temperaments,
are revealed with an intensity and a forceful

simplicity which are truly extraordinary.
"

It

is a real honour to France" exclaimed Rodin,
on seeing M. Saint-Gaudens' work for the first

time, "to have such a masterpiece exhibited in

our midst."
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IT ENRI LEROLLE contributes to the Socie'te'

* * Nationale des Beaux -Arts two canvases

remarkable for their refinement of colouring
Loie Fuller and La Toilette. In the course of last

year he completed a very important work, entitled

Calvaire, destined for the Dominican Church at

Dijon. At Vienna he was represented by an

Inttrieur, and at Lille by Promenade.

ZZACHARIAN.
"The same thing over again"!

will be the remark of the casual person who
cares only for the subject of a picture, and is blind

to the intrinsic merits of a work of art. It may be

granted the Verre d' eau and the Raisins etfigues,

exhibited by M. Zacharian, teach us nothing new
about his ability as a painter of still-life ;

but the

work itself is exquisite in any case, full of grace
and truth, and truly wonderful in point of technique.
This may not suffice for some

;
but it will appeal

to the true artist.

\X7 H. MESDAG. " The painter of the North"
*

Sea," as he has been happily styled, sends

one most valuable work to the Salon of the Socie'te'

Nationale, entitled, Le Retour de la Peche. One
regrets, when seeing this fine picture, on which

the artist has lavished his great gifts in all their

characteristic sincerity, that he did not elect to be

represented in the Galerie des Machines by a series

of works such as would have afforded an opportunity
to obtain once more a general idea of his justly-

admired productions.

IT ENRI RIVIERE. Les Aspects de la Nature
are twelve chromo-lithographs which this1 1

original and conscientious artist has executed this

year. These twelve landscapes display an extra-

ordinary variety of effects and impressions, in

which are observable a quite masterly rendering of

nature, coupled with strong decorative feeling.

For the The'atre-Antoine M. Riviere has invented

STUDY FOR " LES PELERINS D' EMMAL'S BY H. LEROLLE
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designed and executed a new-

series of " Ombres Chinoises."

CHARLES COTTET.
^ ' The triptych which this

artist will exhibit at the Societe

Nationale depicts, on the left,

some sailors on the sea at

night ;
in the centre, the fisher-

men at rest before starting on
their expedition ; and on the

right, the wives grouped upon
the cliff. It is a work of great

spirit, superb in technique,
and beautifully and nobly con-

ceived. It proves, if proof be

necessary, that M. Collet fully

deserves lo hold one of the

foremost places in the ranks

of our contemporary artists.

Since the Salon of 1897, M.
Collet has displayed his work
al several exhibitions nolably,
the l.ibre Esthctique, the

Brussels Exhibition, and that

of the Orientahstes at Durand-
Ruel's. Me has also been
an exhibitor at Munich,
Pittsburg, Venice, Chrisliania,

STUDY BV

H. LEROLLE

STl'IIV BV
H. I.KROLLE

London, Boston,

St Petersburg,
Moscow and Co-

penhagen.

MAURICEELIOT
sends a fairly large

display to the

SocietiS Nationale.

He is an artist of

exquisite style,

revelling in the

daylight,in flowers,

in sunny land-

scapes and bril-

liant colours. His

works here dis-

played are La
Dent du Midi;

Paysage a Saint-

Martin de Vala-

mas ; Mo isson ;

Fleurs de pom-
miers ; and Duns
Us champs.



"LOIE FULLER"
BY H. LEROLLE
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ISAURE AUX TROUBADOURS"
BY HENRI MARTIN
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LJ ENRI MARTIN. An artist ofgreat versatility,
* 1 of an exquisite and fertile imagination, whose
talent is at once original and sincere. He has sent

to this year's Salon de la Socie'te' des Artistes

Fran9ais a large decorative painting, entitled

Apparition de CUmence Isatire aiix troubadours,

which is sure to attract a great deal of attention,

and a Muse. M. Martin has exhibited, during

1897-8, at Munich, Stockholm, Dresden, Copen-

hagen, Brussels, London, Vienna, and Lille.

BENJAMIN
CONSTANT. M. B. Constant

would seem to have definitely abandoned his

oriental and Byzantine fancies, of which he has

made a speciality for years past, in favour of

portrait-painting a fact on which he may be

heartily congratulated. His genuine painter's gifts

serve him far better in this direction, and his

portrait of his son, in the Luxembourg collection,

will live much longer than all his Theodoras.

This year he exhibits at the Soci^te des Artistes

Francais a Portrait de M. Gabriel Hanotaux, de
I'Academic Frattfaise, and one of M. PaitlSohege.
M. Constant recently exhibited at the Cercle de la

Rue Volney portraits of M. Frederic Ayer and
Mme. Arnold Reichenbach.

A LFRED SISLEY. This refined impressionist**
landscape-painter is a constant exhibitor at

the Societe" Nationale. His canvases now displayed
La Vague, baie de Langland ; La rade de

Cardiff ; a Penarth, temps brumeux reveal the

charmingly clear, fresh tone, the harmonious
variations in which he excels. Happily, the days
when work such as this was refused by the ultra-

conservative Salons are now past. The impres-
sionists have not changed, but public taste has.

CRLIX BOUCHOR. Everything done by M.
1 Felix Houchor bears the stamp, if not of any
very striking originality, at least of wonderful

sincerity of purpose. In this he shews himself

indeed the true brother 01 the distinguished poet

' Ml'SK BY HENRI MARTIN
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the writer of "
L'Aurore,"

"
Tobie," and " Noel."

M. Felix Bouchor is a landscapist whose work is

belter conceived than carried out, as witness the

two canvases he sends to the Salon of the Socie'te'

des Artistes Francais : Le Bois, I' hiver ; and

La Htrse, the latter having been already exhibited

at the last display at the Cercle Volney.

EROSSET-GRANGER.
Many portraits, some

decorative panels for Madame Lobstein's

town mansion, and for that of M. Strauss, are the

principal works completed by M. Rosset-Granger
since the last Salon. He has, in addition, shown

at Lille Unc raffinerie parisienne and Brodtuse ;

at the Continental Gallery, London, Une victime

</u tircoir. M. Granger is showing two pictures at

the Salon de la Socititii Nationale a Portrait and

Jeunf fillt it la mandoline.

GDE LATENAY deserts for the nonce the

Hrittany he showed us last year at the

Champ de Mars in such enchanting guise. Among
the various works he is now displaying at the

Societe Nationale may be mentioned Stir I' Escaul ;

La Cite, Carcassonne : and Bruleurs de gocmons.

CDOUARI) SAIN continues and we have no
* ' reason to complain thereat to show us the

impressions brought home by him from his travels.

The canvases he displays at the Socithd Nationale

are thoroughly deserving of mention, notably
Carmen ; Marchande de grenades, Capri ; un
Portrait ; and L' Attente, ttude de mi.

I GAGLIARDINI. This bright landscapist re-

'-' mains faithful to the style in which he excels.

Mis two pictures at the Societe des Artistes Francais

are really charming. They are entitled, Frontiere

d' Espagne, Rue de Village, and Vallee du Buech,
Hautes-A Ipes.

H\\
'

. B. DAVIS. A single canvas, displayed
at the Soci6t Nationale, and entitled,

Aubepine, pays de Galles, reveals the fact that this

artist, who exhibited last year at the Champ de

Mars, is still true to his earlier fancies.

I GUIS DESCHAMPS. L' Alchimiste ; T&te

de Gitana ; Pauvrette ; Retour du pare;
and Pia are the chief works sent by this artist to

the Societe Nationale. His admirers will be

rejoiced to see so ample a display of work bearing
his signature.

PAUL
SAIN. M. P. Sain excels in reproducing

the atmosphere of the South, not the violent

effects of light shown us in such profusion in the

64

canvases of MM. Montenard and Gagliardini, but

the tender tones of the meridional twilight. Among
his exhibits this year at the Socie^ des Artistes

Francais may be mentioned La Barthelasse, Avig-
non ; Soir tie Fevrier ; and Le Pfoheitr, matinte

de juin.

MADAME
F. FLEURY only sends one pic-

ture to the Societe Nationale a Breton

scene, entitled Le Fil Rompu. Since the last

Salon Madame Fleury has sent pictures to several

exhibitions ; amongst others, Famille Bretonne to

the Crystal Palace, London ; and Leclochertf'Anon ;

Rhierie; and Etude to the I^ady Artists' Exhibition at

Georges Petit's.

TR.
FLEURY. Sous la Terreur, perquisition,

is the title of the work exhibited by this artist

at the Salon de la Socit des Artistes Francais.

CRANTZ MELCHERS.
* a Portrait de Mdme.

D6sir a" enfant and

M -
represent the

brilliant Dutch painter at the Salon this year.

HIM i ii i K X LA MANDOLINE"
BY E. K.'-M I i.|< \si.l K
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AJOURDEUIL
is a landscape painter of the

old, but good school. This conscientious

and sincere artist had two canvases at the Expo-
sition Universelle de Bruxelles Lt lac d' Aigue-

belette aux dtrnitrs rayons and Printemps en inte

eT Antibes. At this year's Salon (Soci^te* des

Artistes Fran^ais) he is exhibiting Le Matin au bac

d( la Rollaniiiere, pres Grenoble; Fin de journee

printanifre au Cap a" Antibes, and a water-colour

entitled Matinee a" automne i) la Rollandiere. In

all of these are displayed excellent qualities of

painting, with a tender feeling of nature.

PAUL
FROMENT. This is only the second

year that M. Froment has exhibited in public,

and his work is undoubtedly well worthy of careful

attention. It consists of a set of strong and dis-

creetly handled landscapes, which, although little

likely to appeal to the general public, nevertheless

contain a great deal of sound workmanship. The

following are the titles of his pictures : Le Bassin

de Bacchus, Versailles ; Un Coin de four, rue de

Vangirard ; Un coin de four, la nut'/ ; L Abbaye de

Gravillc Sainte-Honorine ; Le clocher ef Harfleur ;

and Les moulins <f Alfort.

"L'ABBAYK DK GRAVII.I.K

SAINTK-IIONORINK,"

BV PAfL FROMENT
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Art in 1898

CE. HALLE, as Director of the New Gallery,
reserves all his work for that exhibition.

He has three important pictures and a small por-
trait. His chief canvas, The Fugitives, is a com-

position of two figures, a girl with a face full of

anxiety sitting, with a sword in her hand, beside a

man in armour who is stretched asleep upon a rock.

The grey light of early dawn relieves the figures

against a background of dark craggy hills. The

Viking's Daughter is more robust in type and

manner, a study of a three-quarter length figure

of a pretty girl in white drapery wrapped round

with a leopard skin, and with a red cloak flying

behind her, standing among the rocks at the foot

of a mountain, with a huge boarhound at her side

and a hawk on her wrist. She is a personification

of energy and of whole-

some vitality. In the

third picture there is

more suggestion of tender

sentiment. The Signal

represents a girl in

draperies of many colours

leaning forward and look-

ing straight out of the

picture. In her hand

she holds a lamp. The

portrait shows well the

artist's capacity for paint-

ing a pretty face, for in

Miss Ilona Eibenschuts,

the pianist, he has had a

sitter of an exquisite type,

and he has rendered her

fresh young beauty with

admirable delicacy and

refinement. Mr. Halle

exhibited his Refuge at

the Manchester Corpora-
tion Gallery, and At

Vespers at the Walker

Gallery, Liverpool.

OHN BRETT,
A.R.A., has four

Cornish coast scenes for

the Academy : Trevose

Head, North Cornwall, in

which he has depicted
one of those foregrounds
of rocks, seaweed, and

sandy pools left by the

tide, in which he delights ;

Permizsen Point; Trevont

Bay, a study of atmo-

spheric effect, north-

westerly winds and
showers ; and Where you
had better not come
Ashore. Mr. Brett

exhibited one picture, "HAGAR"

"ART IN 1898" (BRITISH SECTION). PART II.

The South Stack Lighthouse, at the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool.

A TOFT exhibited his statuettes, Spring and
An Invocation, at the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool, in the autumn, after they had appeared,
the first in the Academy and the second in the

New Gallery. This year his chief work is another

statuette, a kneeling nude figure of Hagar, at the

Academy, and he has five small things at the New
Gallery, which represent him very well.

G SPENCER WATSON has not finished the

large picture on which he has been for

some while engaged, so that his record for the

year includes portraits only. Of these he has

BY A. TOFT
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three, an excellently strong seated figure of Father

If'atson, wearing a black cassock, and reading a

book which lies on his knee ;
a seated three-

quarter length of Lady Douglas POUT//, in a white

and silver dress against a background of creamy
white brocade ; and another seated figure of Miss

H'aison, in a pink dress with a white lace fichu,

and against a background of green drapery. One
smaller picture is at the New Gallery, a fanciful

study of a pretty, fair-haired girl in a grey-green
dress with gauze sleeves, delicate and subtle in its

effect and treatment.

LAWRENCE
KOE, though his work this year

is less,ambitious than it often has been in the

past, has succeeded in his Sa/>/>/io

in overcoming technical difficul-

ties of a very exacting type. He
has dealt with an extremely subtle

effect of light and shade, and

with extraordinary subtleties of

draughtsmanship. In his portrait

of ,J/r>\ ">/ fitffffraM he has

made, in pose and arrangement,

departures from convention that

are well worthy of notice.

PHILIP
BURN'E-JONES

showed his large picture, The

I 'umpire, which was in the New
Gallery last year, at the autumn
exhibition at the Walker Gallery,

I.iver|>ool. This spring he has

another large canvas, also a study

by artificial light, but dealing with

a less gruesome subject. The
Man and the Mask, though faintly

allegorical, is really most import-
ant as a technical exercise, and
marks definitely a point in the

artist's development. His second

picture, a portrait of Sir Edward

Burne-Jones, is interesting both
on account of its subject and its

treatment. He has a third pic-

ture, a portrait group, for the New
Gallery.

ARCHER has again one of
'-' the allegorical compositions
in which he seems to find the most

congenial opportunities for the

exercise of his powers of inven-

tion. The title is The Pursuit and
Worship of Success. The goddess
is represented seated on a golden
throne, and holding in one hand a
wreath of bays and in the other a

bag of money. Her devotees
crowd round her, elbowing and

trampling one another in their

74

eagerness to be the first to gain from her a smile

of approval, and to reap the rewards which she

offers to those who worship her most sincerely.

The moral of the picture is a clear and evident

one.

EDWIN
HAVES, R.H.A., well maintains his

reputation as a painter of the sea by the two

canvases which be has available this spring.

Weighing Anchor illustrates a fairly common in-

cident of seafaring life, the recovery, by a boat's

crew, of a lost anchor a process not without dis-

comfort and danger in a sea as troubled as the

one represented by the artist. Towed out to Sea,

his second picture, has as its subject a sailing

PORTRAIT OF MRS. EUSTACE HI/'.KKAl li BY LAWRENCE KOE
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boat towing a smaller craft out of harbour in a

strong breeze ;
but the main motive of the work

is the representation of the sea under a particular

condition of weather. In the Institute of Painters

in Oil-Colours Mr. Hayes showed three canvases,

/toss Rock from Canty Hay, A I 'csscl in Distress off
Sennen Cove, and a very strong piece of work,
Alone on a Wide, Wide Sea; the Mission to Deep-
Sta Fishermen at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool ;

Dutch l'essr/s Ashore and Permissen Bay at the

Royal Society of Artists, Birmingham ; and fis/iing

lioals off Scarborough and a water-colour drawing
at the Corporation Gallery, Manchester. He has

seven drawings in the Royal Institute of Water-

Colour Painters.

DAVID
MUIRHEAD has a picture, The Village

of Ceres, in the present exhibition of the New
English Art Club, which is quite typical of his

sombre and serious manner of work. It is pitched
in a very low key, and is really a study in deep
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tones of grey and brown, but it is very fine in

design and manner. His other picture, Elsie, a

study of a child's head, has more variety of colour

and more brilliancy of effect, and is quite as skilful

in brushwork. He showed two other works in the

winter exhibition of the club
;
and has a drawing

The Sisters in the Royal Institute of Water-

Colour Painters ; and a picture, Summer Stone-

haven, and a drawing, The Necklace, in the Glasgo
Institute exhibition.

JJ.
SHANNON, A.R.A., is this year mo

than usually varied in style and manner.

His vigorous handling and capacity for realising

details are excellently shown in the three-quarter

length of Mrs. Cohen, set against a background of

old tapestry ;
his sense of delicate colour and

appreciation of charm of type are seen at their

best in the pretty figure of Miss Des Clayes, in a

white dress standing by a mantelshelf loaded with

blue and white china ; and this grasp of design
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and capacity for large arrangement appear most

effectively in the great full-length of Lady Henry
Bentinck, in a grey dress and hat, surrounded by

tall-growing flowering plants. Among his other

portraits are two three-quarter lengths of pro-

vincial Lord Mayors, and a seated half length of

Miss Malliew. Mr. Shannon exhibited during the

autumn three portraits, Lord Ross, Monsignor

James Nugent, and Miss Barbara Joyce, at the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

THE
HON. JOHN COLLIER'S sum total of

work this year is made up of two subject

pictures and five portraits. The subject pictures

contrast curiously, for one is a scene from modern

life, the other an illustration of the legend of Lady
Godiva. The modern one is called Trouble, a

title which explains the intention of the composi-

tion, but yet leaves many details to be filled up by
the spectator. What the trouble is that weighs

upon the two characters in his drama is not

explained ; the picture is a study of suspense, and

the looker-on has to share in the tense anxiety by
which they are afflicted. A sequel to the picture
seems to be wanted, something that will account

for its momentary tragedy. The Lady Godiva is

dramatic too, but in a quieter way a study of

resignation to a duty that must be performed
whatever may be the cost. Mr. Collier's chief

portraits represent the Lord Chancellor, the

Speaker, and the Provost of Eton. He sent four

canvases, his large Portrait of a Lady as Elisabeth

in Tannhauser, Joyce and her Grandfather, Miss

Rose Collier, and Major Beech, to the exhibition of

the Society of Portrait Painters ;
and showed

Queen Giienevere's Maying and Miss Cissie Lof/us
at the Corporation Gallery, Manchester, and The

Whist Players, Mrs. Mackeson, and W. P. Hartley,

Esq.,J.P., at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

EDWARD
STOTT'S three pictures are render-

ings of the pastoral life with which he is

most in sympathy studies of delicate colour and

of subtle and gently gradated tones. Gleaners, a

' TROUBLE ' BY HON. JOHN COLLIER
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j;roup of girls in a cornfield, is delightful in its

harmony, a brilliant effect of golden afternoon

sunlight thoroughly well observed and treated with

infinite charm. Folding is a twilight study, an

arrangement of greyish-brown and blue, and has

for subject a shepherd lad penning his flock of

sheep for the night. The third picture shows a

group of white and brown cows standing in a pool,
on the edge of which a peasant child in a blue

dress and carrying a red bundle is waiting while

they drink. The range of tones in this is larger
than in the other two, and there is stronger con-

trast of light and dark, but the artist has abated

none of his care for minuie refinements and has

lost none of his habitual delicacy of handling. At
the Corporation Gallery, Manchester, Mr. Stott

showed a picture, Milking Time Early Morning,
and a pastel drawing, The Misty Pool.

DAVID
MURRAY, A.R.A., shows his usual

number of large landscapes at the Academy.
He has three pictures painted at Shoreham on the

Sussex coast, and one painted in Scotland. Of the

Sussex ones the most attractive in colour and atmo-
80

spheric qualities is A Summer's Day, a brilliant

piece of daylight, and a fascinating study of facts

very well worth recording. Old Shoreham, another

subject from the same place, is more imposing and

powerful in effect if not so immediately likely to

fix the attention of the spectator by its obvious

beauties. It is an animated rendering of a sunset

sky, vehement in colour and definite in form, a

view of Nature at a dramatic moment rather than

in a mood of smiling repose. There is a quieter

aspect of her in Flowers of the Field, an expanse of

flat country with a foreground filled with bright red

poppies and brightly lighted by the summer sun.

The sky is delicate and gentle, full of light and

atmosphere. Above the Mill, the fourth picture, is

quite unlike the others in character : a marshy mill

pool surrounded by trees and vegetation in all the

rich variety of autumn tints, and made more power-
ful in colour by the reflection from a sunset sky.

Mr. Murray exhibited at the Walker Gallery, Liver-

pool, a large picture, Hampslead from the Viaduct,

and two smaller ones, The Road by the Village and

Glow after Rain Kennel; at the Corporation Gal-

lery, Manchester, Evening at HampeUadtnd Silvery
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Summer; and Humps/tad's Happy llealh and Still

Evening at the Royal Society of Artists, Birmingham.

ROBERT
FOWLER'S two large pictures are

conceived in the spirit of decorative fancy
which is customary with him. The Sleeping faun,
a classic idyll treated with pleasant daintiness,

has gone to the Salon. It is delicate and sunny,
a scheme of green and violet, with touches of

orange ;
and is composed with close attention to

harmony of line. His Lili Albi is a more serious

effort, an imaginative composition illustrating the

myth relating to Lilith, whom tradition describes

as the first wife of Adam. Mr. Fowler is showing
at the Union Artistique du Nord, Lille, a pretty

piece of phantasy, a girl watching a large tortoise ;

and he has several works in the exhibition of the

Secessionists at Vienna. He had one picture,
Mutual Curiosity, in the Institute of Painters in

Oils ; and his contributions to provincial exhibi-

tions were limited to a group of four works, The Sea

Shell; Daffodils; A Daughter of Pan ; and Some
Enchantment Old, whost Spells have Stolen my Spirit,

all of which were at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.
82

NIELS
M. LUND, in his large painting of New-

castle as seen from a height above the river,

has realised an effect of light and shade and colour

such as only a large manufacturing town can present.
The air is full of great masses of smoke, lighted

here and there by the setting sun, but veiling the

sky and distance with an almost impenetrable cloud.

The foreground of the picture is occupied by the

roofs of squalid houses, and in the distance is seen

the high-level bridge spanning the river. The
artist has been successful in giving to the whole

composition an atmosphere and an effect of colour

which make attractive features which would other-

wise have been very difficult to treat pictorially.

In the same way he has in a smaller canvas, The

Revenge leaving Jarruu', managed to give pictur-

esqueness to such a strictly utilitarian place as the

Jarrow Works. The great battleship, just completed,
is seen leaving on her first trip the place where she

was constructed. Beyond are the ranges of sheds

and buildings overhung by a canopy of smoke, in

the foreground a stretch of muddy river churned

up by passing craft of all kinds. The bustle and

movement of the scene are well suggested ; and the
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BY K. \V. ALLAN

picture is altogether happy as an example of local

portraiture. Mr. Lund's third picture is a full length
of a lady in a black velvet dress, designed quaintly
in a fashion reminiscent of a Scotch costume, and
touched with bright colour that relieves its uni-

formity. His portiait of Kenneth .Mackenzie, Egt/.,

was at the U'alker Gallery, Liverpool.

D W. ALLAN", following up the success he
r\ made last year with his remarkable canvas
The H'iM .\ortli Sea, has painted another vigorous
expression of nature's strife and turmoil in The
Storm. He shows the same grasp of dramatic

suggestion, and the same power of realising effects

of atmosphere, that made his picture in the last

Academy one of the most notable achievements
of the year ; and touches an even higher level of
dramatic significance. As a contrast to the grim-
ness of The Sltirni, with its furious sea and battered

wreck, the smiling brightness of his New Gallery
picture, Cordova, is most acceptable ; and the rich

colour and picturesque detail of his drawings for

the exhibition of the Royal Water-Colour Society
arc valuable because they prove his command of
technical resource, and the wideness of his range.
At the winter exhibition of the Royal Water-
Colour Society he showed seven drawings ; three
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pictures at the Institute of Painters in Oil-Colours
;

and he contributed ten pictures of subjects in

Scotland, France, Holland, and elsewhere, to the
"
Landscape Exhibition" which he and five other

artists of note arrange annually at the Dudley
Gallery during the first month of the year. At

Liverpool appeared his Fresh from the Sea ; at

Manchester, his North Ford Mist ; and at Birming-

ham, his Morel, France.

W LLEWELLYN'S output of pictures during
the past twelve months includes both

landscape and figure work. Hallowed Ground is

a representation of a country churchyard seen

under an effect of warm evening light ; and The

Gentle Art, another village subject with children

fishing in a pond, is treated in a similar colour

scheme. Homeward, his third landscape, is gentler
in colour and lower in tone, a pleasant arrange-
ment in tones of warm grey. The chief of his

figure pictures is a Lady Macbeth waiting while the

murder of the king, which she has counselled and

abetted, is being committed in the chamber near

by. Her attitude is one of intense strain and

expectation, suggesting vividly the significance of

the dramatic moment. Mr. Llewellyn has also

two portraits : a three-quarter length of James
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llttntrr, Esq., late Master of the Berwickshire Fox-

litniiuls, and a full-length of a boy, Master Gerard

Montague. His contributions to the Institute of Oil

1'ainters were M'hitby at Evening; Sih'er Light;
and a very capable piece of painting, The End of
the Day, handled with unusual power and apprecia-
tion of relations of tone

;
and he sent to the Walker

Gallery, Liverpool, his large landscape, Blackberry

Gatherers, and a portrait ;
to the Corporation Gal-

lery, Manchester, his New Gallery picture, An Old

Garden; and his Wood \ymphs to the Glasgow
Institute.

YEEN'D
KING'S two largest pictures have been

painted in Dorsetshire, in the upper valley of

the Stour. Blacknwre I'a/e is a fine, spacious land-

scape, a view of a great extent of distance' seen

from the higher ground above the river. The

foreground is a sloping hillside, overgrown with

tangled briars and gorse bushes and studded here

and there with large trees, and in the distance is

shown an expanse of meadows fringing the stream.

The effect is that of an autumn morning with the

dew still lying on the grass, and mist half-veiling
the distance. Milking Time is a canvas of a dif-

ferent type a picturesque nook near an old mill

standing in the midst of rich river-meadows. It is

brilliant in colour and full of air, an exact render-

ing of the sunny sparkle of a summer afternoon
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when the whole atmosphere is suffused with golden

light. A touch of human interest is gained by the

introduction in the foreground of a pretty milk-

maid who is waiting for the herd of cows which is

seen winding towards her from the meadows.

Several smaller landscapes, subjects found in the

same district, make up the sum total of Mr. King's
work during the past year. He was well repre-

sented in the autumn and winter exhibitions by
The Windmill at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool; by
a couple of landscapes painted in Orkney, at the

Corporation Gallery, Manchester, and the Royal

Society of Artists, Birmingham ; and by a large

landscape with figures, Meadow Sweet, and a smaller

grey river picture, Brandon Bridge, at the Institute

of Painters in Oil-Colours. He has five drawings
in the Royal Institute of Water-Colour Painters,

illustrating subjects found chiefly in Dorsetshire

and Devonshire.

CH. M. KERR'S larger canvases are portraits.

The chief of them is a great full-length of

Mrs. George Noble, in a simple white dress and

long lace fichu, seated at a spinning-wheel. The

pose of the figure and the expression of the face

are both remarkably good, and the artist has done

evident justice to an attractive sitter. The colour

effect of the picture is agreeable, as the white dress

contrasts with the rich low tones of a tapestry
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background and the warm browns oi a parquet

floor, and a strong accent is gained by the intro-

duction of a knot of blue ribbons tying up the

wool on the spinning-wheel. Another strong por-
trait is the three-quarter length of Mrs. Samuel

Cohen, standing in a black everting dress with a

blue cloak with yellow lace trimmings thrown over

her shoulders. Mr. Kerr has also three subject

pictures In Sanc/uan; a humorous ruffian who
has taken refuge in a church and stands ruefully

examining his battered, helmet,* while a group of

acolytes in their costumes of red and white stare

at him curiously; ll'hen Oilier Helpers Fail, a girl

kneeling in prayer at the foot of a wayside cross in

the street of an old French village ;
and St. Jeanne

if.-Ire, a small upright landscape in very delicate

tones of colour, with the figure of a young girl

standing in the foreground. At the Institute of

Oil Painters he exhibited Itrip of the Helpless; and
at the Walker (iallery, Liverpool, ./// Souls' Day
-.In ()ii//mt''s (iravf.

'
< HIM IIII.I.A

"
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PW. STEER, as a prominent member of the

New English Art Club, is always to be de-

pended upon to show the latest point of view of

the younger men, and to give an atmosphere of

unconvention to his work. His Study by Lamp-
light and Knaresborough were features of the

winter New English Art Club Exhibition, and in

the spring exhibition of the same society he has

three very interesting productions, ('liiiirhilla, a

head of a girl wearing a grey fur collar, a large

study of a nude female figure, and a decorative

landscape The I'isla very freely and strongly
treated.

EH. FAHEY'S three pictures are all of a

fairly large size. One of them, The Brook,
is an upright composition, a stream reflecting a

clump of alders and aspens, with a group of cows
on the bank

;
in the distance is a range of hills

strongly lighted by the sun. A quotation,
" And

here shall sigh thine alder-tree, and here thine

aspen quiver," explains
the motive. The Pool,
the second canvas, is an

illustration of the line,
" The emerald light of

leaf-entangled beams,"
and shows the still water

by a weir overhung by
willows and poplars ; and
the third, the strongest of

them all, is The Brickfield,

a late evening effect,
" When twilight melts

beneath the moon away."
A stack of burning bricks

is reflected in a fore-

ground pool, and clouds

of smoke half obscure the

rising moon. Mr. Fahey
exhibited Appledore

High Tide, at Liverpool ;

and one picture at the In-

stitute of Painters in Oil-

Colours, and he has seven

drawings in the Royal
Institute of Water-Colour
Painters.

WALTER O S-

BORNE'S work

lately has consisted only
of portraits and of some
studies painted during
the summer in the West
of Ireland. He exhibited,

however, at the Institute

of Painters in Oil-Colours

two pictures, The Pipe q/
Peace and A Conncmara

BY !. WILSON STEER
1'illagt Evening.



(From a Sketch by the Artist)

"THE VISTA." BY
P. WILSON STEER
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M. A. BELL'S picture, When Spring

Rides through the Wood, is noticeable espe-

cially for its decorative quality, and for the clever

management of the lines throughout the composi-
tion. The placing of the figures with reference

to the tree-stems behind, and to the landscape

background, is very well judged, and the figures

themselves are, despite a certain flatness of treat-

ment, happily characterised and easy in pose
and movement. The whole thing is pleasantly

congruous and consistent.

GEORGE THOMSON'S two pictures at the

New English Art Club are different in sub-

ject, but are both marked by the careful study and

the serious attention to facts which make his pro-

ductions invariably interesting as illustrations of

the methods of the younger school. The Toilet is

a soundly painted modern life subject, an effect of

artificial light managed with a great deal of discre-

tion and set down with conspicuous skill and

certainty of touch. It has a certain simplicity

id straightforwardness, which can be heartily

Icomed as giving evidence of a wholesome

intention to avoid affectation. His St. PauFs is

equally sound and quite as unaffected, but it is full

of distinction and strength. He has a portrait at

the Academy. To the winter New English show
Mr. Thomson sent an able character study of an
old man, The Woodcutter' and to the Institute of

Painters in Oil-Colours a wonderfully detailed view

of The Monument, and Gracechurch Street, as seen

from the church of St. Magnus the Martyr.

GC. HAITE, an artist whose range is un-

usually wide and energy extraordinary, has

done during the past year a very large amount of

work. He had six pictures and drawings in the

winter exhibition of the Royal Society of British

Artists, of which the chief were Between the Lights
and Solitude ; and he has six more in the spring
exhibition. He has two oil paintings, A Flower

Show and ,-/ Hit of Old Chelsea, a fruit stall in the

King's Road, on view at the Royal Academy; and
lie is showing two water-colours, Afttr the Rain

and Sunset Glory, at the Crystal Palace, where

last year he was awarded a gold medal for an oil

painting of ./ Dutch Stn-el Scene. His picture

"WHEN SPRING RIDES THROUGH THE.WOOD BY MISS M. A. BELL

9
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There's Shadow in the Valley, and Sunlight on the

Hills, and a water-colour, Shadows, are at the

Glasgow Institute; and his last year's Academy
picture, In the Time of Lilies, and a water-colour,

Stortn, were at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool. In

addition to this output t>f pictorial work he has

executed a large number of designs of various

kinds and has completed a series of twenty-one
illustrations for a book. He was represented by
two pictures, Homewards and An English Fruit

Stall, at the Venice Exhibition.

CHARLES
H. EASTLAKE has painted since

May 1897, Autumn's Gold, a row of red-

roofed houses beyond a canal fringed with poplars,

the whole scene bathed in brilliant sunlight ; A
Siffiil Ilightvay, a Dutch canal in grey twilight, with

the lights in the windows of the houses reflected

in the water ; and Evening, the entrance to a

small harbour surrounded by low hills and red-

roofed houses of a fishing village ;
small craft lie

at anchor in the tideway. At the winter exhibi-

tion of the Royal Society of British Artists, of

which Mr. Kastlakc is a member, he showed one

picture, Twilight, and another, Fano, Ionian

Islain/s, is in the spring exhibition of the same

society.

OTANHOPE FORBES, A.R.A., remains faith-

O ful to his studies of twilight and artificial

light. His chief picture, The Letter, is a rural

subject a postman, heavily laden with parcels,

stopping to deliver a letter at a cottage door. The
effect is one of low tones of evening with the

contrast of bright lamplight. His other picture,

October, is a subject with three figures on the steps

leading to an old church. Mr. Forbes sent his

large canvas, Christmas Eve, which was in the

last Academy, to the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

/CLAUDE HAYES is still faithful to the winter
^-^

subjects with which he has in recent years
made many successes. Both his pictures are

snow scenes : Out in the Cold is a group of shaggy

ponies standing in the snow outside a shed, and

Gipsy Life in Winter, which is at the New Gallery,
is a representation of a group of nomads strug-

gling against the vicissitudes of a bitter winter,

and shovelling away the snow that has collected

round their caravan. In the exhibition of the

Institute of Painters in Oil-Colours Mr. Hayes
showed three brighter subjects, The Poppy Field,

Gathering Briers, and In the Meadows ; but in one
at least of his seven contributions to the Royal
Institute of Water-Colour Painters he has returned

' AUTUMN'S GOLD
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" OCTOBER." BY
STANHOPE FORBES, A.R.A.



"THE LETTER." BY
STANHOPE FORBES, A.R.A.
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to his snow effects, and has painted A Farm
in Winter. He has two water-colours at the

Glasgow Institute, Chobham Common and Near

Beccles.

A RTHUR A. DIXON'S picture, The Pied Piper
* of Hamelin, is the most important work he

has finished lately, the only large canvas he has

been able to undertake during the year. He is,

however, exhibiting at the Royal Institute of

Water-Colour Painters a small drawing, Dawn, a

fair-haired child's head against a background of

gold and flame colour ;
and he has at Leeds a

picture, A Wreck on the East Coast, representing

a Viking ship breaking up on the beach. A
picture in monochrome of David Playing before.

Saul, intended for reproduction, is also a recent

piece of work. His Wreck on the East Coast,

before going to Leeds, was at the Royal Society

of Artists, Birmingham, with a small picture of

Cupid and Psyche; and another small picture,

First Communion, appeared at the Corporation

Gallery, Manchester, and a drawing, Narcissus, at

the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

A D. PEPPERCORN was very well repre-
* sented, at the beginning of the year, in the

"
Landscape Exhibition

"
at the Dudley Gallery.

He showed there nine pictures, the chief of which
were Yarmouth Marshes, a solemn evening effect ;

The Estuary of the Avon at Chrislchurch, a study in

tones of grey ;
The Corn Ricks and The Wey at

Guildjord, both evening subjects. At the Institute

of Painters in Oil-Colours he had three
;
of which

the best one was The Solent, a composition of grey

vaporous clouds overhanging a grey-green sea. He
has at the New Gallery a magnificent landscape,
The Common, a great dignified arrangement in low

tones, designed with remarkable judgment and

treated with noteworthy reserve
;
and at the Royal

Institute of Water-Colour Painters one drawing, A
Cornish Harbour.

' THE 1'IBD PIl'ER OK HAMELIN BY A. A. D1XON
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SM'hY FOR " WKKCKACK BY C. NAPIER HF.MY, A.R.A.

FOR "WtRCKAGE

96
BY C. NAPIER HE.MY, A.R.A.

C NAPIER HEMY,
A.R.A., made a

new departure last year
with his picture, Pilchards,

bought by the Trustees

of the Chantrey Fund ;

and this spring he has fol-

lowed it up with another

canvas which is distinctly
unlike the brilliant studies

of sunlight on calm seas

with which he has built

up his reputation. Wreck-

age is a great record of

storm on the Cornish

coast, a vehement expres-
sion of Nature in her

grimmest mood. The

subject chosen is a group
of fishermen salving the

remains of a ship that has

been cast up on the rocky
shore. They are busy

hauling out of reach of

the angry sea great tim-

bers and fragments of

the wreck, struggling with

the winds and waves to
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save what they can. The picture is full of action

and vigorous movement. In the water-colour room
at the Academy Mr. Hemy also shows some vigorous

drawing, solidly handled in body colour
;
and he has

in the exhibition of the Royal Water-Colour Society
three other drawings. To the New Gallery his

contributions are two coast subjects, Bass Fishing,
and The Fisherman's Home, and a small genre

subject, Ancient Geography, a young girl studying
a map in an old library. His Flemish Calvary,
shown at the New Gallery in 1897, appeared at

the Royal Society of Artists, Birmingham ; and
his Pilchards, with two other pictures, An clair i/e

la Ltine and What the Boat brought Home from
the Sea, went to the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

WSTRANG
is a comparatively rare exhibitor

of oil paintings, a fact that is to be re-

gretted, for there is some danger lest his reputa-
tion as an etcher should lead people to forget how
able he is as a painter of pictures. The Piela and

Diana, which he shows at the New English Art

Club, reveal not only the power of draughtsmanship
and sense of composition which might fairly have

been expected of him, but also splendid feeling for

colour, and a thorough grasp of technical details.

To the recent exhibition of the Royal Society of
Painter Etchers he contributed many things of

very notable quality, perhaps the most note-

worthy of which was the portrait of Mr. Rudyard
Kipling.

D W. MACBETH, A.R.A., has made a curious
l\

departure in his chief Academy picture,

Sparklets, a group of gaily dressed women at a

fancy dress fete in a skating rink. He shows
also at Burlington House a portrait, Mrs. F. G., a

smaller picture, In Cloudland, and three etchings ;

and at the New Gallery, a small canvas, Portrait

of my Daughter Phyllis.

CRNEST CROFTS, R.A., has chosen for his

-* Academy pictures a period much earlier than

the one lie adopted last year. Instead of an
incident from the Battle of Waterloo, 'which has

already provided him with many motives, he has

illustrated the by-play of the war of the Common-
wealth, and has shown the King at ll'hitelttdif*

" DIANA" BY W. STRANn
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after tht Battle of Worcester, and An Episode of

the Civil War, a group of cavaliers hurrying along
a country road towards a house which is seen in

flames in the distance.

DA. WEHRSCHMIDT'S record for the year
. is almost entirely a list of portraits, most of

which are of large si/e. Among them are a full

length of Mrs. T. W. Tod, another full length of

Tht late Mrs. C. D. Rudii, a group of Mrs. Albert

Srligntann and Children, and a couple of three-

quarter lengths of//. IV. H. Dunsmure, Esq., of Cal-

litniltr, and of '/". //". Tod, Ksq.

GF. WAITS, R.A., is so much accustomed

to spread over many years his work on the

pictures he periodically exhibits that it is scarcely

possible to assign any of them to a particular

twelvemonth. He has many canvases constantly

in hand, and takes them up as opportunity offers.

( )f what he is showing this year the most important

are /.//:'< Triiimfiliaiit, at the Academy ; and

his great allegorical subject, din these Bones

l.r.'r
' his e\<|iiisiu- study of childhood, Early

S/'iiin;, and his portrait of The lion. Mrs. Ivo

lilixh : all of which are at the New Gallery. He
was represented by .7 Study at the Institute of

Painters in Oil-Colours ; by his well-known por-
trait of Mrs. J. Myers at the Corporation Gallery,

Manchester ;
his portrait of Dorothy, Daughter of

J. D. K. MacCullutn, Esq., at the Royal Society of

Artists, Birmingham ; and at the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool, by another well-known portrait, Miss

Dorothy Tennant, and his Paris on Ida.

MISS
LILY BLATHERWICK (Mrs. A. S.

Hartrick) exhibits at the New English Art

Club two excellent landscapes, Fry's Fartn,

Gloucestershire, and The Old Malt House; a very

strongly painted group of flowers, Traveller's Joy,

at the Academy ;
and The Butterflies' Garden and

A Cottage Window at the Glasgow Institute.

These last two pictures were in the winter New
English show

;
and her Corner of a Garden

was at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool, in the

autumn.

CLAUSEN, A.R.A., has at the

>* Academy a picture, The Harrow, which is to

be reckoned as a most characteristic example of

the manner in which he adapts commonplace
material to soundly artistic purposes. The subject

he has chosen is an every-day incident in the life

of the farm a lad guiding a harrow round a
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turn at the end of the

field. But it has given
him an opportunity of

gaining that particular

type of sentiment which

marks all the productions
of his later period, and of

using a piece of ordinary
realism so that it may
ac<|uirc an atmosphere
of poetic suggestion. It

would have had no par-
ticular point as a simple

study of fact, but treated

in the way he has adopted
it becomes full of meaning
and delicate charm. His

Hiifiiif; ll'/irut is being
exhibited at the Royal

(ilasgow Institute.

A I.FKK1) MAST'S large

landscape,

\
\

m
STUDY FOR "THE MARROW'
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BY GEORGE CI.AUShN, A.R.A.

STUDY FOR "THE HARROW"
HY C.EORC.K CLAUSEN, A.R A.

AiiluniH, is one of the

most ambitious and com-

plete renderings of nature

that he has shown for

many years. It is won-

derfully rich and glowing
in colour and brilliant in

illumination, and is painted
with notable freedom of

hand. There is a very

interesting contrast be-

tween the green and gold
of its colour scheme and
the purple and grey of

his second picture, A
Morning Song, in which

he has given free rein to

his delight in elegance ot

line and quiet gradations
of delicate tone. One
is a representation of

nature's animation and

glory in herself, the other

of her restfulness and re-

pose. The third picture
which he has completed,
The Mystic Pool, has

qualities of design even

greater than those which

appear in the other two,
for it is magnificent in its

treatment of large well-

modelled masses, and in

the power of its light and
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AN KVKMM; SDM; BY ALFRED EAST

"TH MYSTIC POOL"

104

BY ALFRED EAST
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shade. Mr. East is certainly at his best this spring.

During the past twelvemonth he has contributed

largely to many exhibitions. He was represented

at the Institute of Painters in Oil Colours by a

river valley subject, Betieeen Abbeville ami Amiens ;

in the exhibition of the Royal Society of Painter

Etchers by A Winter's Night, Tranquil Waters,

and The Land between the Lochs; at the Walker

Gallery, Liverpool, by The Silence of the Morning;
at the Corporation Gallery, Manchester, by A
Haunt of Ancient Peace and The Sleepy River

Soinnie; at the Royal Society of Artists, Birming-

ham, by The Lonrly Road ; and he has also shown

many important works abroad. At the Royal
Institute of Water-Colour Painters he has one

drawing of llai-erstock Hill.

WALTKR LANGLEY in ./ Cousin from Tou'ti

gives an amusing little comedy which has

1 A COUSIN FROM TOWN '
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all the elements of popularity. It is well charac-

terised, carefully composed, and carried out with

all possible care. There is good judgment in the

posing and expressions of the figures, and the

management of the surroundings is satisfactory

enough. At the Institute of Oil Painters Mr.

Langley showed a well-painted Old Fisherman ; and
at the Royal Institute of Water-Colour Painters a

large and important drawing, In the Fishing Season,
and a smaller one, Day Dreams. He contributed

a picture to the exhibition of the Royal Society of

Artists, Birmingham.

CRANK BRAMLEY, A.R.A., has two pictures
1 and three or four portraits. The chief of the

pictures, A Dalesman's Clipping, an old Westmore-
land farmer, with his family and some of his friends,

busy clipping sheep outside an old barn; and the

same old farmer figures in the second picture, A
Mute Inglorious Milton, a

study of firelight and day-

light mixed. The more

fjgjfjgjgfggj^f important portraits are

Miss Madge Graham and
The Mayor of Middles-

borough. The Mute In-

glorious Milton was at the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool,
with a portrait of Mrs.

Frank Bramley : at the

Corporation Gallery, Man-

chester, was a portrait of

John Graham, Esq.; and
another portrait, of George

Murray Wilson, Esq., at

the Royal Society of

Artists, Birmingham.

T STIRLING LEE,
although much of

his time latterly has been

taken up with his bas-

reliefs for the St. George's

Hall, Liverpool, has been

able to complete a delight-
ful full-length marble figure

of Echo for the Academy,
a nude of an extremely
refined and delicate type,

elegant in line and attrac-

tively youthful in character

and modelling. At the

Arts and Crafts exhibition

at Liverpool he has some

plaster models, The Chil-

dren in the Garden of Joy,
which are eventually to be

carried out in oak for the

decoration of a London
house.BY WALTER LANGI.EV
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MISS
EVELYN PYKE-NOTT'S picture, to

which she has given the title Justified rather

than tlit other, is an ambitious effort for a young
artist, and yet one which is thoroughly acceptable
on account of the soundly decorative intention it

reveals and the delicate artistic sense which is

shown in the management of masses of white

broken by only occasional touches of stronger
colour. The formality of the composition is well

considered, and is far more in keeping with the

motive of the picture than a more realistic mode
of treatment could ever have been

;
and neither

the wish for formal arrangement nor the desire to

produce a decorative result has led the artist to

forget the necessity for graceful line and beauty of

individual types. The artist is represented by two

miniatures at the Glasgow Institute.

HH.
LA THANGUE, A.R.A., signalises his

election as an Associate of the Royal Aca-

demy by exhibiting three pictures which show
his peculiarly individual method at its best. His
Ilnn-rsier* nl Supfirr is large in scale and painted
witli astonishing directness and vigour. It is rich

and full in colour, definite in contrast of light and

shade, well composed, and thoroughly effective in

its management. His Sussex Cider Press is even

more satisfactory as a technical exercise, and

certainly more attractive as a subject. The pi

turesque details and quaint irregularities of the

old press, which is being laboriously worked by a

man and woman, have given him opportunities
for clever devices of handling, and have allowed

him to exercise his feeling for deep combination

of colour. In the matter of colour, however,
his greatest success is made with his third picture,

Bracken, an autumn subject, full of golden brown
and orange, and yet one which by its nature has

allowed him scope for the expression of those

touches of pathos which give dramatic meani

to his work. His Nightfall is in the same wa;
dramatic because it is a personification of the

constant labour imposed by the necessities of

existence, and there is a certain congruity between

the serious design and the scheme of low tones

adopted in the picture. At the Corporation

Gallery, Manchester, his Autumn Morning ap-

peared.

SIR
J. D. LINTON, P.R.I., exhibited one

picture, Rest, at the Institute of Painters in

Oil-Colours, a landscape with a figure in classic

drapery seated in the foreground ;
and has three

drawings in the Exhibition of the Royal Institute

'Jt MIFIED RATHER THAN THE OTHER"
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"NIGHTFALL." BY
H. H. LA THANGUE, A.R.A.



"A SUSSEX CIDER-PRESS"
BY H. H. LA THANGUE, A.R.A.
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of Water-Colour Painters, Roses, a delightful half-

length study of a girl carrying a bowl of roses
;

Portia sending the Letters to her Cousin by Balthazar,
and Anne Page and Slender. He has also painted

during the year two or three portraits and one
or two small subject pictures; and has shown
his drawing of Rosalind at the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool.

AS.
HARTRICK is well represented in the

present exhibition of the New English Art

Club, where he is showing a picture of some size,

The Land of Make-Believe, a woman and child

under a large tree in a garden, and two smaller

canvases The Home of an English Yeoman, a

quaint old farmhouse overhung with tall trees, and
The Happy Valley, a finely designed composition
full of charm of colour and pleasantly distributed

light and shade. In the winter exhibition of this

society he had again three works, Moated Grange,
God's Acre, and Mariana, a girl sitting at a

window. He showed The Vicarage Garden at the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool. Among the other

pictures which he has recently completed the most

remarkable are October Sunlight, a very vigorous

landscape, strong in colour and effect of light and

shade, and finely drawn ; and a fanciful composi-
tion, Darthula sings the Song of Naisi, an
illustration of a myth concerning a maiden who
could as she sang attract around her the birds

and lx.-a.sts.

TAMES PATERSON.A.R.S.A., a newly elected
>-' Associate of the Royal Water-Colour Society,
shows there half-a-do/.en drawings, the most re-

markable of which are The Windmill ; Moniave;

Cliffs nearKildonan, Arran; and Gaps Mill, Moniave.

He has painted also four portraits ofJames McCall,

Esi]., of Caitloch ; Margaret, the Painter's Daughter ;

The Late Sir G. Walker, K.C.B., of Crawfordtan ;

and The Rev. Thos. Kidd, M.A. Of these the

first two are at the Royal Scottish Academy, and
the last one at the Glasgow Institute, to which

exhibition he has sent as well a small landscape,
Blithe Spring. \ larger landscape, The Sunlit

I'd/ley, has gone to the Munich Secessionists'

exhibition ; and he has a yet larger one, Border-

land, for the International Exhibition.

"THE HAH-Y VALLEY" BY A. S. HARTRICK
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"
liAkTIiri.A SISCS THK SONG OK NAISI

"
BY A. S. HARTRICK

GH. BOUGHTON, R.A., is thoroughly true

to his tradition of art practice in his large

Academy picture. The delicacy of colour, the

general gaiety of effect, and the daintiness of per-
sonal types in his figures qualities that always
distinguish his productions are present in his

rendering of the vision of the road to Camelot,
which is this year as conspicuously attractive as

was liis After Midnight Mtiss in the last Academy.
In his arrangement of the picture he has closely

followed the lines of the poem, and has realised in

paint the details of the written description. The
counfry folk, the gaily-dressed ladies of high
degree, the mincing page, the knights mounted
and caparisoned, who passed along the road to the

mystic castle, all have their places in the composi-
tion and add to the completeness with which the

story is told. Technically the picture is as inte-

resting as it is dramatically. It is full of daylight
and suggestion of atmosphere, skilfully composed

'WINTER NIGHTFALL"
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BY C. H. BOUGHTON, R.A.
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BY BERTRAM MACKKNNAI.

and handled with vivacity. Mr. Uoughton has

also a portrait of a young child in a white dress

among delicate coloured flowers, and a three-

quarter length of Miss Kendal-Grimston
;
and

besides, an exquisite little snowy landscape warmed

by the rays of the afternoon sun. He sent to the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool, his I'ision at tin Well of
Martyrs, and the pretty portrait, AVw/r, daughter of
J. M. Rbb, Esq., which was in the New Gallery
last spring.

BERTRAM
MACKENXAL, contrary to his

usual custom, has produced no large statue

this year. He has been occupied with a large

memorial which will need many months' work yet
before it is completed, and as a consequence has

had time for small things only. His statuette of

Grie/is, however, quite adequate as an illustration

114

of his peculiarly skilful design, thoroughly happy
in its line arrangement, and modelled with very

accurate feeling for forms and contours
;
and his

bust of Mrs. Phil May is worthy of all praise as a

note of character acutely observed and delicately

interpreted. A :hird work, an imaginative study

of a feminine head wearing a winged headdress,

is a marvellous piece of subtlety in extremely low

relief.

WGOSCOMBE JOHN shows his remarkable

versatility and technical skill to great

advantage in the two important works which

he has lately produced. His statue, The Elf, a

nude figure of a young girl perched upon the

battlement of a ruined building, is an admirable

piece of design and modelling, singularly successful

in the interpretation of the youthful character of



"THE ELF." BY
W. GOSCOMBE JOHN
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the young wiry body and long graceful limbs. In

the pose, too, and in the expression of the face,

the motive which has influenced the artist is

carried out with entire appropriateness, and the

slight suggestion of an uncanny type is given with

delightful subtlety. The statue contrasts very

effectively with Mr. John's other work, the great

silver-gilt drinking-horn which is to be presented

by Lord Tredegar to the Gorsedd. This is an

elaborate study of flowing lines and redundant

forms a great winged dragon supporting a horn

with a castellated cover set with precious stones

and surmounted by a figure of a Pruid. The
artist sent to the Walker Gallery, Liverpool, a

bust, . / Maid si> Ywtiig.

R.\NXING HELL'S two contributions to the

New English Art Club exhibition, and a

small picture intended for th>,' International show,
make up practically the whole of his pictorial out-

put during the last few months. His flmcer Snug
is, perhaps, the most characteristic in arrangement

and manner, and shows the particular qualities of

his brushwork and colour most convincingly ;
but

the other composition by him at the New English
Art Club, a subject illustrating the quotation from

George Meredith,
"
Light as the flying seed-ball

is their play, the jolly maids," is quite adequate as

an example of the more subtle and delicate side of

his art. To the spring exhibition of Arts and
Crafts at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool, he has

sent a number of examples of the many kinds of

decorative art in which he is proficient.

MISS
L. E. KEMP-WELCH'S large canvas,

To Anns, is a variation on what she has

shown before. In previous years she has been

essentially a realist, recording episodes charac-

teristic of animal life in the New Forest ; but her

Academy picture this spring, though it still deals

with horses, is more ambitious in motive and
more deliberate in study and composition. The
subject she illustrates is from the Wars of the

Roses, and she shows an encampment on the slope

'

FI.OWEK sos<;
'
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of a wooded hill, with men in armour preparing
for a coming battle, and mounting their great war

horses. The picture is full of action and move-

ment, and is very strongly handled, more so, in

fact, than any previous work of the artist. At the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool, Miss Kemp-Welch
showed a water-colour drawing, Heading back a

Drive of Wild Ponies in the New Forest; and at

the Corporation Gallery, Manchester, her Chantrey
Fund picture, Colt Hunting in the New Forest, and
a smaller work, The Waning of the Day.

FRANCIS
BATE, the Hon. Secretary of the

New English Art Club, has reserved his pic-
tures during the past year for the exhibitions of

that society. To the winter show last autumn he
sent two landscapes Through the Trees and An
Out Fit-til. In the present spring exhibition he is

represented by another landscape The East Wind
in Summer and a portrait.

WELLWOOD RATTRAY, A.R.S.A., has been

working throughout the year in the Scottish

Highlands. In the early autumn he found his

inspiration on the Atlantic coast, where he painted
a number of sea and shore subjects, of which the

chief were Lobster Catchers and The Flowing Tide ;

but his later work was done in the highlands of

Perthshire. Golden Days of Autumn is a large

rendering of the surroundings of Loch Ard, a

stretch of mountainous country with a foreground
of birch-trees. Through Woodlands tinged with

Gold is a study of autumn colour in the trees

relieved against a deep blue sky ;
and November on

Loch An/ is a study both of colour and atmosphere.
Mr. Rattray's First Touch of Winter was at the

Corporation Gallery, Manchester, and A Summer
Day Kintyre and Afternoon Skipness are at the

Glasgow Institute.

W

'THROUGH THE TREES "
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IALTER CRANE'S contributions to exhibi-

tions during the past
twelve months include a

large composition, The

World's Conquerors at the

New Gallery ; a drawing,
Who's There? in the Royal
Water - Colour Society

spring exhibition, and
seven others in the winter

show ; and two drawings,
The West Wind and The

Dawn, at the Glasgow In-

stitute. He sent his large

picture, Britannia's Vision,
which was at the New
Gallery last year, to the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

A RNESBY BROWN'S
/.

principal picture is

called Labourers. It re-

presents a group of farm

horses, released on a

summer evening from

their long day's work,
and standing in a marshy

pool ; the colour is

pitched in a strong key,
as the hour chosen is

that when the sun, just

before setting, lights up
the whole landscape with

a warm glow. There is

a certain agreeable senti-

ment in the composition.
A second picture, A
Water Way, is quieter
and more solemn, an

effect of twilight on an

east county river. The
colour is deep and richBY FRANCIS BATE
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"
1 AHOl'KKKi BY ARNESBY BROWN

A WATERWAY '
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"THE PRIORESS'S TALE"
BY SIR E. BURNE-JONES
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though subdued ; and the suggestion of an hour

which is neither day nor night is well given. The
third canvas, A Water Frolic, is a small study of a

pond surrounded with reeds and stirred by a

number of ducks that have just launched them-

selves upon it. The brilliant light of a summer

day gives sparkle and vivacity to the colour. Mr.

Brown showed one picture Above the Bay at

the Corporation Gallery, Manchester, and his

Herald of the Night at the Walker Gallery, Liver-

pool.

SIR
EDWARD BURNE-JONES is engaged

with one of the largest canvases he has ever

attempted, so that his work for exhibition this

spring is less important than usual in scale. The
Prioi-ess's Talr, however, which he shows at the

New Gallery, is in colour and design an extremely

representative example of his smaller pictorial pro-

duction, brilliant, vigorous, and definite
; minutely

detailed, and yet broad and simple in manner and
cfFect. His other picture in the same exhibition,

a large upright of St. George in black armour and

carrying a banner, is more usual in its treatment,
low toned and serious, and deliberate in arrange-

ment and execution. At the Royal Water-Colour

Society Sir Edward shows a large tempera panel
of Perseus and Andromeda, and his design for the

mosaic of Christ upon the Tree of Life, for the

church of St. Paul at Rome, appeared in the

winter exhibition of the Royal Society of British

Artists. He showed at the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool, The Depths of the Sea, and two por-

traits, Miss Amy Gaskell and Master Philip Cornyns

Carr ; at the Corporation Gallery, Manchester,
his large picture from the New Gallery, The Pil-

grim of Love; and The Dream of Launcelot at

the Royal Society of Artists, Birmingham.

ALFRED HARTLEY, who showed last spring a

remarkable landscape at the New Gallery
and an able portrait at the Academy, has this year
work which thoroughly represents both sides of

his capacity. The Top of the Downs is a well

treated example of his poetic treatment of land-

scape, and Summer shows to advantage his ability

as a realistic painter of the human subject. He
contributed a portrait to the autumn exhibition at

the Walker Gallery, Liverpool.

'THK TOP OF THB DOWNS'

12]
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JW. WATERHOUSE, R.A., in Flora and
the Zephyrs, has given a delightful version

of an old classic myth that lends itself well to

pictorial treatment. The goddess and her at-

tendant maidens are grouped in a flowery mead
beside the banks of a small winding stream fringed

with bay-trees, and around them grow masses of

flowering shrubs and luxuriant herbage studded

with bright-coloured blossoms. Flora herself sits

on a low stone seat, and Zephyr hovering above

chains her with a string of white roses. Her robes

of purple and bright red strike the highest colour

note in the picture, and are contrasted with admir-

able artifice with the blues and greys which pre-

dominate in the draperies of her maidens, and

with the deep warm green of the grass and trees.

The whole effect aimed at and obtained by the

artist is one of rich variety, harmonious in its

relations, and exact in its well-considered propor-
tions of mass to mass and tone to tone. Even

more closely considered is his second picture of

Ariadne, solitary and despairing, lying on a terrace

overlooking the sea. Her drapery of glowing
crimson is relieved against the dark grey of the

terrace wall and against the deep blue-green of

the trees which, growing below, show their topmost
shoots above the stonework. The sea and sky

beyond are in tones of warm blue lighted here and

there by flashes of orange red where the rays of

the setting sun catch the edges of the clouds and

the projections of the far-distant cliffs. The brown
sail of a galley pushing off from the shore makes
a valuable spot of contrasting colour, that is re-

peated in the foreground of the picture in the

coats of the two leopards which are placed beside

the couch on which Ariadne reclines. The tone

of the picture is comparatively low throughout,
but only sufficiently so to give scope for full play
of colour and to ensure richness in the general

harmony. The small canvas which Mr. Water-

house contributes to the New Gallery is illustrative

of no story, a study merely of an exquisite childish

type, and of the varieties of colour in a quaint
Venetian costume. It has all the qualities of his

technical method, but gathered within a small

space. At the Walker Gallery, Liverpool, he

exhibited his admirable St. Cecilia, and the smaller

picture, Mariana in the South, which was his only
work in the New Gallery last year.

ALGERNON
M. TALMAGE exhibited one

picture, Normandy Cows, at the Institute of

Painters in Oil-Colours, and has also painted The

Weed Burner, an old woman burning weeds on a

grey evening ;
Cattle at Moonrisf, two white cows

standing in water
;
The Sierra Nevada, an early

morning effect seen from the deck of a steamer,

snow-covered mountains in the distance ;
and a

number of sketches in the Mediterranean and

Asia Minor.

r

1 THE SIERRA NEVADA BY A. M. TALMAGE
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WF. YEAMES, R.A., by his picture of the

. Children of the Chapel at the Aca-

demy, takes a prominent place among the artists

to whom credit is due for the production of the

best pictures of the year. This group of choir

boys of the Chapel Royal, St. James's Palace, is a

vigorous piece of painting, in which excellent use

has been made of their scarlet and gold-laced coats

in arranging a colour scheme of great richness and

power.

AW.
RICH has four water-colour drawings in

the present exhibition of the New English
Art Club Harvesting; A Surrey Mill ; Near Croy-

dmi, a finely designed and freely handled

landscape ; and Painting the Old Tug, an original

rendering of a harbour subject. To the winter

show of the same society he sent two drawings, a

strong study of an expansive landscape, Lewes,
and .-/ Sussex Pasture.

SI.
LAMORXA BIRCH has recently com-

pleti-d two landscapes, a large twilight

subject, The Mysteries of Evening, and a smaller

atmospheric study, The Cloud. Both give in-

teresting evidence of his judgment in choice of

material and of the correctness of his view of

nature. He has in the Royal Institute of Water-

Colour Painters one drawing, Nature's Repose a

November Day; and he contributed two pictures,

Evensong and The Fowling Pool, to the Corpora-
tion Gallery, Manchester ; and one, The Lonely

Pool, with Willows Fringed, to the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool.

WALTER
SICKERT has sent his largest

picture, a full-length portrait of Miss Hilda

Spang as Imogen Parrot in "
Trelawney of the

Wells," to the New English Art Club, where it is

conspicuous as a curiously original production ;

and in the winter exhibition of the club he showed
an interesting drawing, The Church of the Bare-

foot Friars. At the Academy he has a small

picture, The Stage Box; and at the Royal Society
of British Artists a low-toned study of a corner in

The Bedford Music Hall, Camden Town. To the

Institute of Painters in Oil-Colours he sent The

Bridge of the Rialto.

H

(from a sktlch hy Iht Artist)

" SRAI CKOYItON
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"JUSTICE." BY
E. ONSLOW FORD, R.A.



"KNOWLEDGE." BY
E. ONSLOW FORD, R.A.
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EONSLOW
FORD, R.A., is represented at the

Academy by three large statues The late

Dr. Dale, for the City Museum, Birmingham,

Justice and Knowledge, which will form part of

the memorial of the late Maharajah of Mysore,
and by three bronze busts. At the New Gallery
he has two more busts, The late Sir John Pender

and Tlif late Sir Charles Halle'. He sent to the

Walker Gallery, Liverpool, four of the remarkable

works he exhibited last year bronzes of Herbert

Esq., George Alexander, Esq., and M. P.

Dagnan Bouveret, and another portrait bust ; the
first two of these are now at the Glasgow Institute,
and with them his portrait of the late Sir John
Millais.

' WOOD NYMPH "

;EORGE COWELL was accorded the distinc-

tion of " honourable mention "
for the

statue of Ishmael, which he recently exhibited in

the Salon, and he showed a statuette at the last

Academy. His most important work this season
is a large statue of a Wood Nymph, treated in a

decorative fashion that is

quite in accordance with

the modern point of view
;

and he has also at the

New Gallery a statue of a

boy with a skipping-rope
in his hands.

'THOMAS BROCK,
1 R.A., admirable

sculptor though he is,

has not often surpassed
the figure of Eve, which
is his chief contribution

to the Academy. It is in

purity of line and strength
of modelling one of the

most thoroughly success-

ful things which he has

produced during a career

that has been marked by
many great achievements,
and it ranks among the

most notable examples of

modern sculpture. The
large marble statute of

Mr. Sorabjee Bengallee,
which he has also com-

pleted this year, is

scarcely less excellent in

its technical qualities, and
is designed with very
sound perception of what
is required in sculpture
that is to be seen in the

open air.

I L. HENRY is well

J represented at the

New English Art Club by
a sea-piece, High Tide,

Dover, a finely selected

and strongly handled

landscape, The Last of
the Hamest, which is

excellent in its study of

nature, a smaller low-

toned study, Kentish

Cornfields, and a bright
BY c. COWBLL .lnhnnn Evening in
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Mortcambt Bay. He had four others in the

winter shpw of the same society, of which the

most notiifcle were A /'astoraf, and a strong sombre

landscape, Cornfield at Great Mongeham. His

work is always interesting on account of the

decorative feeling by which it is habitually con-

trolled, and because he understands how exact

regard for nature can be combined with really

earnest consideration about questions of style.

Bkl'iON
RIVIERE, R.A., is content this

spring to exhibit one large picture only. This

is Tht Temptation in llir Wilderness, a stock subject
treated with a great deal of freshness and origin-

ality. The story is told less by the treatment of

the figure of Christ than by the expression of a

particular sentiment in the landscape surrounding.
A hare rocky plain, fantastically carved by wind and
rain into curious wave like forms, stretches away
into the distance, bounded by a range of hills.

Overhead the sky glows with the orange light of

dawn : and on a ledge of rock the solitary figure

of Christ, worn and exhausted by the long struggle,

sits with bowed head, suffering even in the moment
of victory. The sense of solitude is enhanced
rather than diminished by the introduction of a fox

which in the foreground slinks along in the shadow
of a rock. Mr. Riviere almost entirely abstained

from exhibiting in the autumn provincial shows,
for he sent only to the Walker Gallery, Liverpool,
and there his sole contribution was a portrait, Mrs.

Fred Methold and her Deerhonnds.

JAMES
CLARK'S two Academy pictures, The

Adoration of the Shepherds and The Can/fit

of Steffi, are good examples of his sound methods
and grasp of decorative arrangement. The Adora-

tion of the Shepherds is treated somewhat after the

traditional manner, but it is influenced in its style

by modern knowledge of archaeology and by the

particular experience of the painter, who has

studied on the spot the scenery and customs of

the Holy I,and. Mr. Clark showed a fine compo-
sition, Tht Fountain, an allegory of life, at the

'THE LAST OF THE HARVEST' BY J. L. HENRY
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Institute of Painters in Oil-Colours, and with it

two smaller works ; and one picture, In Sickness

and in Htalth, at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool,

and another, A Shady Nook, at the Royal Society

of Artists, Birmingham. He has also been busy
with a series of black-and-white drawings of scenes

in Palestine for the illustration of a promised
" Art Bible."

NORMAN
GARSTIN is showing at the

Academy Danger and The Piece of Silver

that mas Lost, both interesting examples of the

work of an artist who is never lacking in originality

and power of expression. The latter picture was

seen in the autumn at the Corporation Gallery,

Manchester ; and at the Walker Gallery, Liverpool,

appeared a smaller work, Poppies.

HAMO
THORNYCROFT, R.A., has com-

pleted his colossal statue of Oliver Crom-
well which is shortly to be erected at Westminster ;

but has only small works for exhibition. Of these

the most remarkable are a very skilfully modelled

statuette of a boy, a marble bust, and a medallion

portrait. At the Walker Gallery, Liverpool, he

showed a bronze medallion, a portrait of Miss Joan

Thornycroft.

BY NORMAN ..ARM IN

MORTIMER
MENPES is only represented

by one drawing, Maud, a study of a girl's

head under an effect of artificial light, at the

Royal Institute of Water-Colour Painters ; and

has not lately contributed to any other exhibition.

He has for some time been busy perfecting the

process of printing etchings in colour which is

liis latest discovery. He has succeeded in revi-

ving a technical device which has engaged the

attention of many etchers, but one that has not

been turned to practical account, or seriously used

for a century or more. An exhibition of the

results of his labours will be held at Messrs.

Dowdeswell's Gallery in June, but meanwhile he

is showing there three important plates, repro-

ductions of Rembrandt's Achilles, Romney's Mrs.

Murk Currie, and Francesca's Contessa Palnta.

JS.
SARGENT, R.A., contributes eight por-

. traits to the Academy and four to the New

Gallery. His greatest successes are made this

year with portraits of men, with Francis Cranmer

Pcnrose, Esq., Asher Wertheimer, Esq., and S>
Thomas Sutherland, G.C.M.G., M.P., shown at

Burlington House, and the half-length of Arthur

Cohen, Esif., Q.C., at the New Gallery. In the

latter exhibition he has his best picture of a femi-

nine sitter, a large full-length of Mrs. Thursby, in

which his skill in painting varieties of textures is

admirably illustrated.

JM. SWAN, A.R.A., is seen at his best in his

picture of two polar bears wandering in a

snowy waste A Broken Solitude. It illustrates

admirably his sense of animal character and his

power to handle refinements of colour. Fortune

and the Boy, his other contribution to the Academy,
is an example of the more fanciful side of his art,

and is equally remarkable for its delicacy and

dainty subtlety. In the exhibition of the Royal
Water-Colour Society he has a small drawing
The Firebrand a study for a picture. It is a

magnificent design, deep and powerful in colour,

and superbly vigorous in action. At the Glasgow
Institute Mr. Swan has two water-colours, Persian

Tigers and Tiger Walking, and a bronze, a

Running Leopard.

'34
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( A-KKI IX Ml VKK AMi KNAMK1. BY NELSON DAWSON

WAV.
Kl'SSKLL'S picture,

/'//< /itr/i, in the ex-

hibition of the New English
Art ("lull, is remarkable as a

study of atmosphere and delicate

colour, and is very well handled.

1 n the same show he has a clever

sketch of a girl's head, and two

drawings, a portrait group, Seven

Sister*, and The Blacksmith,

In the winter show of this

society he had a couple of sub-

jects similar in manner to The

Ii<-ac/i a breezy canvas, The

Seaside, and Sout/iwoM Beach,

and two smaller works besides.

He is showing an oil painting of

some importance at the Aca-

demy, The Pierrots, itinerant

musicians at the seaside. He
has expressed in it an effect of

diffused sunlight which he has

managed with great skill.

NELSON
DAWSON, in col-

laboration with Mrs.

Dawson, shows at the Academy
three very characteristic ex-

SILVER AND ENAMEL KEY
BY NELSON DAWSON

amples of the exquisite metal

and enamel work to which he

now devotes himself almost

entirely. The chief piece is

the Casket Silver and Enamel,

presented by the City of Oxford

to the Prince of Wales, a

quaintly designed and delicately

handled production, remarkable

for its thorough craftsmanship
and for the judgment shown in

the introduction of the coloured

surfaces; and the other pieces
are an enamel of St. Cuthbert,

set in wrought steel and copper,
and a girdle in cloisonne

enamel and silver. At the

Spring Exhibition of Arts and

Crafts in the Walker Gallery,

Liverpool, Mr. Dawson has a

fire-grate, with all kinds of

accessory fittings, carried out in

forged iron, with bronze enrich-

ments applied and inlaid ;
and

an electric light pendant in

forged iron and brass
;

work

which contrasts instructively

with his Academy exhibits.

'36
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